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FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF BIODEGRADABLE
FIBROUS WEBS FOR VASCULAR GRAFT STRUCTURES
SUMMARY
Cardiovascular diseases are among the most common types of non-infectious diseases,
causing approximately 20 million deaths worldwide to date. Deaths caused by
cardiovascular diseases, triggered by the increase in the stress level brought about by
settling from rural to urban at the global level and the spread of unhealthy eating habits,
increased by 21.1% between 2007 and 2017. According to the World Health
Organization data, it is estimated that the annual incidence of cardiovascular diseaserelated mortality will increase to 23.6 million worldwide by 2030. On the other hand,
while the Covid-19 pandemic, which affected the entire world, caused an unexpected
increase in cardiovascular diseases, the fact that people with these types of diseases
were among the ones defined as a high-risk group once again revealed the seriousness
of the situation.
Mild cardiovascular diseases are treated with dietary modification, lifestyle changes,
and medications, while treatment options for more damaged blood vessels usually
consist of bypassing a part of the autologous vessel to replace the diseased part. The
use of autologous vessels requires an additional clinical procedure such as vascular
integration to the damaged area, as well as taking veins from certain parts of the body
such as leg vein, forearm artery, and thoracic artery for this procedure. In addition to
the aforementioned risks, dimensional incompatibilities may also occur in some cases.
For this reason, the necessity of finding alternative solutions in order to overcome these
problems experienced in autologous vessels is among the prominent issues in recent
years. Although allografts taken from donors or cadavers and xenografts procured
from animals are alternatives, they cannot fully meet this need due to the lack of
donor/incompatibility and their short lifespan. Replacing the damaged vessel with a
vascular graft in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases is one of the preferred
methods of recent times, but problems such as infection formation, risk of thrombosis,
incompatibility in radial elasticity, inadequacy in cell development, especially in
small-caliber vessel changes, limit surgical success. At this point, the search for new
materials and constructions has come to the fore, and the design of biodegradable
scaffolds that can be replaced by an autograft produced by the body over time has
taken its place among the priority research topics. Although important findings have
been obtained in the research that has accelerated in the last 10 years, there is no smallcaliber biodegradable vascular graft that has achieved commercial success yet. In order
to meet the need, it is expected from the vascular graft to provide structural support
and encourage cellular activity for the body to produce its vessel.
The most important step in approximating vascular grafts designs to native blood
vessel structure is to optimize the surface morphology and develop a
microenvironment in which cells can attach and proliferate. For this reason, the
features of the graft surface should be well understood and morphological criteria
should be determined.
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Within this thesis, a detailed literature review is realized to understand the native artery
structure and an experimental study is carried in three parts including the selection of
biopolymers, optimization of solution and production parameters, and morphological,
structural, thermal, and chemical analyses of the structures.
The first experimental part of the thesis is a preliminary study that includes the
selection of biomaterials as well as optimization of solution parameters (polymer
concentration and blend ratio) and production parameters (feed rate, voltage, and tipcollector distance). A literature review is performed for surfaces produced by
electrospinning using low molecular weight polycaproclactone (PCL) and polylactic
acid (PLA) polymers as part of this investigation. The affects of parameters like
molecular weight, concentration, and blending ratio on surface morphology, smooth
fiber production, and fiber diameter parameters are examined during the research
work. Electrospinning parameters are systematically studied, and the influences of
these parameters on fiber production are determined. Basic parameters such as voltage,
feed rate, and tip-collector distance have been optimized in this context by considering
the environment's temperature and humidity, as well as the characteristics of the
polymer solution. In the first stage, PCL at 16, 18, and 20 % concentrations, PLA at 7,
8, and 9% concentrations and 12% concentration of PLA/PCL (25/75 and 50/50 ratios)
are used for surface formation. In this context, a definite conclusion is reached about
the polymers to be used in the thesis by evaluating the performances of the determined
parameters in the fibrous surface formation process and the morphological properties
analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM); furthermore, polymer solution
concentration ranges and blending ratio are determined. The results indicate that the
spinnability of low molecular weight PCL (45,000 Mn) is insufficient since either bead
formation or thick and discontinuous fiber-like forms are observed in all polymer
concentrations while neat PLA and PLA/PCL blends have better spinnability, which
allows smooth fiber production.
In the second part of the thesis, higher molecular weight PCL (80,000 Mn) is
introduced to the fibrous webs in order to take the advantage of its better mechanical
properties and spinnability. Similar to the preliminary part, PCL, PLA and PCL/PLA
blends are studied, but polymer concentration ranges are kept constant as 6, 8, and
10% for all polymeric structures. The morphologies of the electrospun webs are
observed by SEM, also fiber diameter and porosity values are measured. Thus, the
polymer concentration at which smooth and fine fibers are obtained is determined for
neat PLA and PCL in addition to PLA/PCL blends. The hydrophobicity of the surfaces
is evaluated by water contact angle analysis (WCA). Differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) is used to observe the thermal behavior of the surfaces during heating and
cooling to investigate the crystallinity of the surfaces that provide insights about
biodegradability processes. Although it is not possible to obtain fibers at low polymer
concentrations on all polymeric surfaces, 8%, and 10% polymer concentration allow
continuous fiber formation; moreover, an expected relationship between fiber diameter
and porosity ratio is detected. Surfaces with the finest fibers are those with the highest
porosity. On the other hand, the thermal behavior of the surfaces is in line with the
literature and the highest crystallinity is that of PCL with about 40%.
In the last and final part of the thesis, poly (L-lactide) (PLLA), a derivative of PLA, is
also introduced in the study, and its effects on surface properties are investigated.
Within the scope of developing the most suitable surface for vascular grafts, which is
one of the major objectives of the study, different blending ratios for both PLA/PCL
and PLLA/PCL are determined in detail. Similar to previous experimental parts, the
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structures are mainly subjected to SEM, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), and DSC analyses, and the effects of blend ratios on morphological, thermal,
and chemical properties are investigated in details. It has been observed that the fiber
diameter increases with the increase of the ratio of PLA, which has a high molecular
weight, in the PCL structure, but the increase in the ratio of PLLA, which has a lower
molecular weight than PCL, in the PCL structure causes a decrease in fiber diameter.
It has been determined that the polymer ratio is very effective on the fiber diameter
depending on the molecular weight of the polymers, and during the thermal analysis,
it determines the characteristic curves in the heating and cooling processes. Selected
samples of PLA100, PCL100, PLA20PCL80, PLA50PCL50, PLLA20PCL80, and
PLLA50PCL50 are subjected to biodegradability analysis at 1 st, 3rd, and 5th months.
All samples except PLA20PCL80 showed an increase in degradation rate in
consecutive months. It is thought that this exception ocuurs in the PLA20PCL80
because of the measurement accuracy. As expected and as seen in the literature
research, the degradation rate of PLA (14.29% and 40%, respectively) at the end of
the 3rd and 5th months is considerably higher than that of PCL (2.17% and 3.70%,
respectively). On the other hand, it is observed that 50% PLA ratio in the blend
considerably increases the weight loss of the surface. Moreover, the addition of PLLA
on surfaces is also found to accelerate biodegradation, similar to PLA. Cell analysis
(MTS) consists of the proliferation of fibroblast and human umbilical vessel
endothelial cells (HUVECs), which are one of the basic cells of the native vascular
structure. In the content of MTS cellular analysis, affirmative outcomes are obtained
in both fibroblast cells and HUVECs compared to control samples, and it is observed
that each surface is a suitable environment for cells to live. Besides, PLA appears to
have a positive effect on cell viability on PCL up to 20%, and the highest cell
proliferation occurred in the PLA20PCL80 sample.
The findings of the experimental studies as detailed in the three stages above shed light
on the best way to examine the morphological, chemical, thermal, and biological
properties of a wide variety of surfaces produced from PLA, PLLA, and PCL
polymers. Surfaces designed and fabricated according to the optimized parameters are
promising for layered vascular graft structures. In the studies that will take place in the
thesis’ continuation, small-caliber vessel grafts will be designed and fabricated from
these optimized surfaces with desired orientation levels, taking into account the
mechanical properties of the vessels and advanced cell activities both in-vitro and invivo.
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VASKÜLER GREFT YAPILARINA YÖNELİK BİYOBOZUNUR LİFLİ
YÜZEYLERİN ÜRETİMİ VE KARAKTERİZASYONU
ÖZET
Kardiyovasküler hastalıklar, bulaşıcı olmayan en yaygın hastalık türleri arasında
bulunup dünya çapında bugüne değin yaklaşık 20 milyon ölüme yol açmıştır. Küresel
düzeyde kırsaldan kente yerleşmenin beraberinde getirdiği stres seviyesindeki artış ve
sağlıksız beslenme alışkanlıklarının yaygınlaşması ile tetiklenen kardiyovasküler
hastalıklardan kaynaklanan ölümler 2007-2017 yılları arasında %21,1 oranında artış
göstermiştir. Dünya Sağlık Örgütü verilerine göre 2030 yılına kadar dünya genelinde
yıllık kardiyovasküler hastalıklarla ilişkili mortalite insidansının 23,6 milyona
çıkacağı tahmin edilmektedir. Öte yandan tüm dünyayı etkisi altına alan Covid-19
salgını, kalp ve damar hastalıklarının beklenmedik şekilde artmasına sebep olurken,
yüksek risk grubu olarak tanımlanan kişiler arasında kalp-damar hastalıklarına sahip
kişilerin yer alması, durumun ciddiyetini bir kez daha gözler önüne sermiştir.
Hafif seyreden kardiyovasküler hastalıklar diyet modifikasyonu, yaşam tarzı
değişiklikleri ve ilaçlarla birlikte tedavi edilirken daha hasarlı kan damarları için tedavi
seçenekleri genellikle baypas yöntemi ile otolog damarın bir bölümünün hastalıklı
kısmın yerini almasından ibarettir. Otolog damarların kullanımı hasarlı bölgeye damar
entegrasyonunun yanı sıra bu işlem için bacak toplardamarı, ön kol arteri, göğüs arteri
gibi vücudun belirli bölgelerinden damar alma işlemi gibi fazladan bir klinik işlem
gerektirmekte ve bu işlem şeker hastalığı, obezite ve benzer kronik rahatsızlıkları olan
ve önceden kalp ameliyatı geçirmiş hastalar için büyük risk taşımaktadır. Bu risklerin
yanı sıra bazı durumlarda boyutsal olarak uyumsuzluklar da yaşanabilmektedir. Bu
sebeple otolog damarlarda yaşanan sıkıntıların üstesinden gelebilmek adına alternatif
çözümler bulmanın gerekliliği son yıllarda öne çıkan konular arasındadır. Donör veya
kadavradan alınan alogreftler ve hayvanlardan tedarik edilen ksenogreftler birer
alternatif olmalarına rağmen donör eksikliği/uyuşmazlığı ve kısa ömürlü olmaları
nedeni ile tam olarak bu ihtiyacı karşılayamamaktadır. Kardiyovasküler hastalıkların
tedavisinde hasarlı damarın vasküler greftle değiştirilmesi ise son zamanların tercih
edilen yöntemlerinden biri konumundadır ancak özellikle küçük çaplı damar
değişimlerinde yaşanan enfeksiyon oluşumu, tromboz riski, radyal elastisitede
uyumsuzluk, hücre gelişiminde yetersizlik gibi sorunlar, cerrahi başarıyı
kısıtlamaktadır. Tam da bu noktada yeni malzeme ve konstrüksiyon arayışları
gündeme gelmiş, biyobozunur özellikte olup zamanla yerini vücudun kendi ürettiği bir
otogrefte bırakabilecek iskelelerinin tasarımı öncelikli araştırma konuları arasında
yerini almıştır. Son 10 yılda hız kazanan araştırma konusunda önemli bulgular elde
edilmiş olmasına rağmen, henüz ticari başarı elde edebilmiş küçük çaplı biyobozunur
vasküler greft bulunmamaktadır. Bu noktada oluşan ihtiyacı giderme hususunda
vasküler greftten vücudun kendi damarını üretebilmesi için geçecek süre boyunca
yapısal destek sağlaması ve hücresel aktiviteyi teşvik etmesi beklenir.
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Vasküler greftler tasarımlarını gerçek damar yapısına yaklaştırmadaki en önemli adım
yüzey morfolojisini optimize etmek ve hücrelerin tutunup yaşayabileceği bir mikroçevre geliştirmektir. Bu nedenle, greft yüzeyinin taşıması gereken özellikler etraflıca
kavranmalı ve morfolojik kriterler belirlenmelidir.
Tez kapsamında, gerçek damar yapısı araştırılmış ve greft yüzeyinin sunması gereken
yüzey özellikleri dikkate alınarak biyomalzeme, çözücü sistemi ve üretim yöntemi gibi
temel parametrelerin optimizasyonu üzerine üç temel çalışma gerçekleştirilmiştir.
Tezin ilk çalışması bir ön çalışma niteliğinde olup biyomalzemelerin seçimi,
konsantrasyon, moleküler ağırlık ve karışım oranı belirlenimi kriterlerini içermektedir.
Bu çalışma kapsamında, elektrospinning yöntemi ile PCL ve PLA polimerleri
kullanılarak üretilen yüzeyler için literatür araştırması yapılmıştır. Araştırma sürecinde
moleküler ağırlık, konsantrasyon ve karışım oranı gibi parametrelerin yüzey
morfolojisi, düzgün lif oluşumu ve lif çapı parametreleri üzerinde etkileri
incelenmiştir. Diğer yandan, elektrospinning parametreleri de detaylıca araştırılmış ve
bu parametrelerin lif üretimi üzerindeki etkileri tespit edilmiştir. Bu bağlamda ortamın
sıcaklık ve nem değerleri ile birlikte polimer solüsyonunun özellikleri de göz önünde
bulundurularak voltaj, besleme hızı ve uç-toplayıcı mesafesi gibi temel parametreler
optimize edilmiştir. İlk etapta %16, 18 ve 20 konsantrasyonlarda PCL (45,000 g/mol
moleküler ağırlık), %7, 8 ve 9 konsantrasyonlarda PLA ve %12 sabit konsantrasyonda
PLA/PCL (25/75 ve 50/50 oranlarda), yüzey oluşumu için kullanılmıştır. Bu
bağlamda, belirlenen parametrelerin fibröz yüzey oluşturma sürecindeki
performansları değerlendirilmiş ardından tez kapsamında kullanılacak olan polimerler,
polimer solüsyonu konsantrasyon aralıkları ve karışım oranı belirlenmiştir. Elde edilen
sonuçlar doğrultusunda PCL’nin moleküler ağırlığının lif oluşumu noktasında yetersiz
kaldığı ve konsantrasyon değerleri ile birlikte üretim şartlarının tekrar optimize
edilmesi gerektiği kanısına varılmıştır. Bununla birlikte, daha karşılaştırılabilir
sonuçlar için PLA polimerinin konsantrasyon aralıklarının daha geniş belirlenmesi
gerektiğini ve %12’lik konsantrasyonda çalışılan 50/50 oranındaki PLA/PCL
karışımının tatmin edici sonuçlar verdiği ilk çalışmanın çıktıları arasındadır.
Ön çalışma ışığında belirlenen özellikler neticesinde, ikinci çalışma kapsamında
yüzeylerin en verimli düzeyde üretilebileceği konsantrasyon aralıkları incelenmiştir.
Tüm polimer ve polimer karışımları için üç farklı konsantrasyon aralığı sabit tutulmuş
ve yüzey özellikleri analiz edilmiştir. Yüzeyler öncelikler taramalı elektron
mikroskopu (SEM) analizine tabi tutulup morfolojileri gözlemlenmiş ve sonrasında lif
çapı ile gözeneklilik analizi gerçekleştirilmiştir. Lif çaplarının 2.5 µm’den az olduğu
tespit edilmiş ve lif çapları ile gözeneklilik değerleri arasında tutarlı bir ilişki tespit
edilmiştir. Lif çapının en ince olduğu yüzelerin gözeneklilik oranı en fazla olup
hücresel çalışmalar için umut vaadetmektedir. Bu analizler sonucunda, düzgün ve ince
lif eldesinin sağlandığı konsantrasyon PLA, PCL ve PLA/PCL bazlı yapılar için
belirlenmiştir. Diğer bir morfolojik analiz olan su temas analizi ile üretilen yüzeylerin
su emiciliği ve hidrofobik/hidrofilik karakteri test edilmiş, ayrıca literatür bilgilerinin
sağlaması yapılmıştır. Literatür çalışmalarında da teyit edildiği üzere üretilen tüm
yüzeylerin hidrofobik karakterde olduğu gözlemlenmiştir. Fourier Transform
Kızılötesi Spektroskopisi (FTIR) analizi ile ise üretilen yüzeyler üzerinde çözücü
kalıntısı kalıp kalmadığı üzerine yorumlar yapılmıştır. Yüzeylerde ana polimerlerin
karakteristik pikleri hem saf polimerik yüzeylerde hem de karışım yüzeylerinde
gözlemlenmiş ve yüzeylerde herhangi bir çözücü kalıntısı kalmadığı saptanmıştır.
FTIR analizini yanı sıra, yüzeylerin ısıtma ve soğutma esnasındaki termal
davranışlarının gözlemlenmesi adına Diferansiyel Taramalı Kalorimetre (DSC) cihazı
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kullanılarak veriler elde edilmiştir. Termal analizler, yüzeylerin kristaliniteleri ile ilgili
bilgiler sağlamış ve bu DSC analizi sonuçları doğrultusunda biyobozunurluk süreçleri
ile ilgili öngörü edinimine yardımcı olmuştur. PLA100, PCL100 ve PLA50PCL50
olmak üzere üç numune üzerinde yapılan termal karakterizasyonlarda, polimerlerin
kendilerine özgü erime ve kristalizasyon eğrileri tespit edilmiş ayrıca polimerlerin
kristalinite değerleri de hesaplanmıştır. Beklendiği üzere, yaklaşık %40 ile en yüksek
kristalinite değeri PCL polimerinde görülmüştür.
Son ve nihai çalışmada ise bir PLA türevi olan PLLA da çalışmaya dahil edilmiş ve
yüzey özellikleri üzerindeki etkileri incelenmiştir. Çalışmanın ana amaçlarından biri
olan vasküler greftlere en uygun karışım yüzeyinin geliştirilmesi kapsamında hem
PLA/PCL hem de PLLA/PCL karışımları için farklı karışım oranları kullanılarak
gözlemler yapılmıştır. Diğer çalışmalara benzer şekilde yüzeyler yüzey
görüntülenmesi, lif çapı, gözeneklilik ve DSC analizlerine tabi tutulmuştur ve yapıdaki
PLA, PLLA ve PCL oranının bu özellikler üzerindeki etkileri incelenmiştir. Yüksek
moleküler ağırlığa sahip olan PLA’nın PCL yapısı içindeki oranının artmasıyla lif
çapının arttığı fakat moleküler ağırlığı PCL’den daha düşük olan PLLA’nın PCL
yapısındaki oranının artışının lif çapında bir azalmaya neden olduğu gözlemlenmiştir.
Polimerlerin moleküler ağırlığına bağlı olarak lif çapı üzerinde polimer oranının
oldukça etkili olduğu, termal analiz esnasında ise ısıtma ve soğutma süreçlerinde
karakteristik eğrilerin belirginliğini belirlediği tespit edilmiştir. Öte yandan nihai
çalışma kapsamında PLA100, PCL100, PLA20PCL80, PLA50PCL50,
PLLA20PCL80 ve PLLA50PCL50 seçili yüzeyleri için biyobozunurluk ve hücre
analizleri gerçekleştirilmiştir. Hücre analizleri, gerçek damar yapısının temel
hücrelerinden olan fibroblast ve insan umbilikal damar endotel hücrelerinin (HUVEC)
yüzeylere tutunma ve yayılma adımlarını içermektedir. PLA20PCL80 haricindeki tüm
numunelerde, birbirini takip eden aylarda (1, 3 ve 5nci aylarda) bozunma oranında
artış görülmüştür. PLA20PCL80’deki bu istisnanın ölçüm hassasiyetinden kaynaklı
olduğu düşünülmektedir. Beklendiği ve literatür araştırmalarında görüldüğü üzere 3
ve 5nci ayların sonunda PLA’nın bozunma oranı (sırasıyla %14.29 ve %40),
PCL’ninkinden (sırasıyla %2.17 ve %3.70) oldukça yüksektir. Diğer yandan, harman
içindeki %50 PLA oranının yüzeyin kütle kaybını oldukça artırdığı gözlemlenir.
Dahası, yüzeylerdeki PLLA eklentisinin de PLA’ya benzer şekilde biyobozunmayı
hızlandırdığı tespit edilir. 12 ay boyunca devam edecek olan biyobozunurluk testinin
gelecek çalışmalarda daha sağlıklı sonuçlar vereceği tahmin edilmektedir. Biyolojik
gözlemleri kapsayan MTS hücresel analizi kapsamında, kontrol numunelerine kıyasla
hem fibroblast hücrelerinde hem de HUVEClerde olumlu sonuçlar elde edilmiş, her
bir yüzeyin hücrelerin yaşayabilmesi için uygun bir ortam olduğu gözlemlenmiştir.
PLA’nın %20 orana kadar PCL üzerinde hücre yaşayabilirliği konusunda olumlu
etkisinin olduğu görülmektedir ve en fazla hücre proliferasyonu PLA20PCL80
numunesinde meydana gelmiştir.
Sonuç olarak, tez kapsamındaki tamamlanan üç temel çalışma, tez konusunun yeni ve
geliştirilebilir yönlerini göstermektedir. Optimize edilen parametreler doğrultusunda
tasarlanan yüzeyler, devam eden bu çalışmanın hedef yapısı olan katmanlı vasküler
greft konstrüksüyonları için umut vadetmektedir. Tezin devamında yapılacak olan
çalışmalarda, damarın mekanik özellikleri de göz önünde bulundurularak oryante bir
yapıya sahip, küçük çaplı vasküler greftler oluşturulacaktır. Ardından hem in-vitro
hem de in-vivo ortamdaki hücresel aktivitelerinin yanı sıra vasküler greftten otolog kan
damarı oluşum süreçleri gözlemlenecektir.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Objective of the Study
The goal of this research is to develop electrospun fibrous scaffold surfaces for
vascular graft applications using non-toxic solvent systems, biocompatible and
biodegradable polymers.
The biopolymer selection is the most crucial stage in approaching the regenerated
tissue since it designates the final physical, mechanical, and biological qualities of the
vascular graft. The solvent system, on the other hand, has an impact on the physical
properties of the polymer surface and should be taken into account when considering
hazardous side of the organic solvents. High-hazard solution systems are employed to
improve physical attributes like fiber diameter in many studies, but their impacts on
nature and human are overlooked. One of the cornerstones of surface formation is
choosing a simple and less troublesome production process that can meet both the
specified qualities of the polymer solution and fibrous surface to be generated.
Within the scope of the thesis, PLA, PLLA, and PCL polymers with excellent
biocompatibility and an ambitioned biodegradation time are chosen to match the needs
of vascular graft surfaces. These biopolymers and their blends at different polmer
ratios are electropun into fibrous web structures using solvent systems that have low
toxicity and less influential on human health. The solution and production parameters
are optimized during the surface fabrication phase to meet the standards for cell
activity on the graft surface. The usability of surfaces that perform morphological,
thermal, chemical and biological analyzes as small-caliber vascular graft material will
be tested. It is thought that the findings of the thesis will offer an innovative material
alternative for small-caliber vascular grafts, which is a very current and commercially
unsuccessful study subject, and will shed light on the studies conducted in this
direction.
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Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine
Today's growing human population and living conditions have resulted in a slew of
health issues, with tissue and organ damage caused by disease, injury, and a lack of
physical development becoming a serious problem. Although organ and tissue
transplantation is one of the first alternatives for treating damaged tissue or organs,
obstacles such as a huge waiting list for donors, logistical issues, and incompatibility
of the transplanted tissue with the patient limit its applicability (Chandra, Soker, &
Atala, 2020). There are 117,336 people on the organ donation waiting list in the United
States alone, with about 80% of those on the list waiting for more than a year (“Organ
Procurement and Transplantation Network,” 2021).
Tissue engineering (TE) has emerged as a viable solution for addressing this crucial
medical need. TE and regenerative medicine (RM) are multidisciplinary fields that
merge knowledge and technologies from a variety of disciplines, including biology,
chemistry, engineering, medicine, pharmaceuticals, and material science, to improve
therapeutic approaches and products for the maintenance or replacement of damaged
tissues and organs (Langer & Vacanti, 1993). Since accidents, diseases, and congenital
malformations have long been a part of life, the urge to repair a damaged body part is
a phenomenon even seen in myths such as Prometheus' perpetual liver regeneration.
The systematic deciphering of biology's secrets was combined with a scientific
understanding of disease and trauma. In addition to partial organ or tissue repair using
artificial materials or prothesis, the replacement one tissue with another was generated
as a therapeutic option (J. P. Vacanti & Vacanti, 2013).
Many investigations on tissue regeneration and treatment have been conducted in the
scientific community for many years. Dr. Charles Vacanti and colleagues at the
University of Massachusetts Medical Center accomplished the first real step in tissue
engineering by growing human cartilage in-vitro on a biodegradable scaffold and then
constructing a cartilage structure on the back of a nude mouse that looked like a human
ear (C. Vacanti, 2006) (Figure 1.1). Despite tissue engineering has been studied for
many years, developing a structure that can imitate the target tissue and provide the
exact microenvironment for cells to generate new tissue remains a challenge. Since
there are different properties that the surface should have, the pre-production,
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production and post-production stages of the scaffold surface should be discussed in
detail.

Figure 1.1 : Photograph of infamous mouse with tissue- engineered human ear (C.
Vacanti, 2006).
Scaffolds provide adequate mechanical support as well as convenient survival
conditions, optimal oxygen and nutrition levels, also efficient supplement and waste
movement in the cell microenvironment (Dziki, Huleihel, Scarritt, & Badylak, 2017).
Extracellular matrix (ECM), which is one of the most essential components in the cell
microenvironment that provides mechanical reinforcement to preserve tissue/organ
structure, and affects cell behaviour in many aspects such as cell viability, migration,
proliferation, and differentiation (Barthes et al., 2014; Yi, Ding, Gong and Gu, 2017).
To offer equivalent three dimensional (3D) microstructures for the damaged sites, the
cells must build their own ECM simultaneously when the scaffold biodegrades
(Mabrouk, Beherei, & Das, 2020). Therefore, a tissue-engineered scaffold should be a
convenient structure that imitates the regulatory role of the natural ECM and leads the
way in tissue regeneration (Luo, 2020). On the other hand, there are morphological
features that a scaffold should possess, such as high surface to volume ratio (Adhikari,
Tucker, and Thomas, 2019), adequate pore architecture and porosity (Loh and Choong,
2013), optimum fiber diameter at nano/microscale and desired fiber orientation (Li et
al., 2018). Also, pore size and fiber diameter have a proportional relationship; pore
size increases as the fiber diameter increases (Han et al., 2019). Pore size is an essential
parameter as it affects mass transfer such as water and nutrient diffusion into the
scaffold, also assists cell behaviours like cell attachment, viability, and proliferation
(Luo, 2020). In addition to the importance of the biological and morphological
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properties of tissue-engineered scaffolds, the mechanical features are also undeniably
substantial. While numerous tissues, including the cardiac muscle, heart valves, and
blood vessels have distinctly elastomeric properties, tensile modulus and strength are
of vital significance for tendons and ligaments (Ma, 2008).
Tissue Engineering Applications
1.3.1 Transplantation
Cells with tissue-specific mechanisms of action have a powerful therapeutic effect,
making cell-based therapies viable options for treating a wide range of injuries and
disorders. Scaffold-based tissue engineering attempts to establish effective cell
proliferation and development strategies as well as addresses the limits of direct cell
injection therapies by producing 3D tissue constructs (De Pieri, Rochev, & Zeugolis,
2021). These constructs are classified as cell-free or cell-laden in today's scaffoldbased tissue engineering studies.
Cell-Laden Scaffolds: Cells are seeded onto scaffolds in cell-based bioengineering,
giving biological and anatomical functions such as cell microenvironment, cell
proliferation, and tissue integration to the scaffold constructions (Kim, Atala, & Yoo,
2020). Cell development can also be performed through bio-printing (Akentjew et al.,
2019; Patrício et al., 2014; Pereira et al., 2017) and co-electrospinning (Feng et al.,
2020; Khanmodahammadi, Zolfagharzadeh, Bagher, Soltani, & Ai, 2020; Zussman,
2011) technologies to directly incorporate cells into the scaffold structure. This
procedure often permits cells to be incorporated into the scaffold's inner structure,
reducing the requirement for cells to move on their own. Yeo et al. (2015) electrospun
the cells by embedding them in an alginate-based bioink and combining them with the
PCL-based construct to create a tissue regeneration scaffold. In another study, a cellloaded methacryloyl gelatin-alginate hydrogel layer was combined with PCL submicron fibers to simulate the human coronary artery, resulting in a successful
construction with the coronary artery's unique J-shape mechanical characteristics
(Akentjew et al., 2019). The need for cell seeding is avoided with these strategies, and
the problem of nonhomogeneous cell dispersion is addressed.
Cell-Free Scaffolds: Despite their potential benefits, cell-based scaffolds have several
disadvantages, including a lack of autologous cells, time/cost-intensive cell growth
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processes, a relatively low survival rate, and a significant risk of immunological
rejection (Q. Li, Ma, & Gao, 2015). These issues have prompted scientists to develop
cell-free scaffolds that stimulate endogenous cells in the body and successfully address
possible tissue healing subjects (L. Li et al., 2019). In this approach, a cell-free
designed scaffold is implanted where host stem cells or tissue-specific cells are
gathered in the damaged tissue area, and the treatment is provided by utilizing the
body's own biological resources and its reparative ability (Aibibu, Hild, Wöltje, &
Cherif, 2016). In a study of Jin et al., poly (L-lactic acid-co-caprolactone) (PLCL) and
silk are used to produce a heparinized cell-free vascular graft via electrospinning and
conduct an in-vivo research on a rabbit model. As a result of this research, it has been
stated that a structure with sufficient mechanical characteristics is generated, allowing
cell proliferation and native tissue synthesis.
The surface developed within the scope of the thesis is also designed as cell-free, no
cell type is encapsulated on the fibrous surface.
1.3.2 Mimicking target organs
The field of tissue engineering applications is expanding as therapeutic applications
evolve. Researchers are exploring on tissue engineering applications for all
components of the biological system that can be biologically replaced or regenerated.
Kidney and Genitourinary System: One of the biggest global health challenges is
kidney disease, which includes acute kidney injury, chronic kidney and end-stage renal
disease (N. B. lai. Johnson, Hayes, Brown, Hoo, & Ethier, 2014). Dialysis for the rest
of one's life and kidney transplantation are two of the current therapeutic options for
renal disease. Although dialysis can substitute renal filtration by eliminating toxins
through extracorporeal blood purification, it can't take care of other vital renal
processes (Kim et al., 2020). Another urinary system part is the bladder and urethra.
Genetic abnormalities, cancer, trauma, inflammation, and other ailments of the bladder
and urethra can impair the anatomical tissue structure of the bladder and urethra,
resulting in full loss of function (Y. Zhang, Yoo, & Atala, 2020). Tissue engineering
becomes a promising option using natural and synthetic biomaterials for the treatment
of damaged areas in the urinary system.
Skin: The skin, which covers the biggest surface of the human body, performs a critical
function in protecting the body from different external stimuli. It is made up of three
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layers: epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis (H. M. Wang et al., 2013). Furthermore,
the skin is one of the most injured organs, and numerous acute and chronic wounds
such as burning, abrasion, lesion, or leg ulcer pose a significant threat to dermal tissues
(Chaudhari et al., 2016). In skin injuries, the process includes recruiting immune cells
to the damage site, fibroblasts building a new tissue matrix, keratinocyte reepithelialization, and wound revascularization. This is a very complicated and
progressive process involving a wide range of variables. Otherwise, the patient may
die or the wound may become chronic (Groeber, Holeiter, Hampel, Hinderer, &
Schenke-Layland, 2011). Although many therapies or donations can help with these
issues, they are not always sufficient. Tissue engineering is used to study the growth
and proliferation of skin cells as well as the therapy of damaged areas. Collagen, one
of the most significant components of human connective tissues, has emerged as a
promising therapy option, particularly for skin soft tissues (H. M. Wang et al., 2013).
Other polymers commonly utilized in wound therapies include fibrin (Gsib, Egles, &
Bencherif, 2017), hyaluronic acid (Hemshekhar et al., 2016), and poly(lactic-coglycolide) (PLGA) (Caihong Zhu et al., 2018).
Muscoloskeletal System: The muscoloskeletal system is mostly made up of bone,
cartilage, and tendon, and it is a major tissue engineering study area. Furthermore,
there is a commercial market for cartilage (e.g., MACI [Verical], Maix [Matrical], and
Hyalograft [Fidia Advanced Biopolymers]) and bone tissue (e.g., Bio4 [Osiris
Therapeutics], Bond Apatite [Augma Biomaterials], and TruGraft [Osteobiologics])
(Belleghem, Mahadik, Snodderly, & Fisher, 2020). Bone damage is one of the most
prevalent orthopedic disorders, and while it is an alternative to donor treatment, it is
insufficient owing to a lack of bone supply, a high complication rate, disease transfer,
and a variety of infections (L. Li et al., 2019). Cartilage problems, on the other hand,
are rather prevalent and necessitate extensive clinical intervention. In the therapy of
these disorders, mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) are used in the Microfracture and
Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation approach. However, the post-operative
microenvironment may fail to coordinate MSCs, resulting in inadequate native
cartilage development (Guo et al., 2018). Bone and cartilage tissue engineering comes
into play as a result of the scenarios outlined above, and it is hopeful for individuals
suffering from these diseases.
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Cardiovascular System: Cardiovascular disorders are among the leading diseases that
cause death worldwide (Ghiasi, Zendehboudi, & Mohsenipour, 2020). The absence of
regeneration following myocardial injury is one of the major constraints in the therapy
of cardiovascular disease (Y. Zhao, Eng, Lee, Radisic, & Vunjak-Novakovic, 2020).
The cardiovascular system is the system that pumps critical blood fluid, also cardiac,
heart valve, and vascular graft tissue engineering researches are included. Because of
its vital functions, the cardiovascular system is one of the tissue engineering
applications with the most limits and challenges. As a result, all components should
be analysed critically, and the product should be created accordingly. Despite the fact
that there are numerous promising research in this subject (Yalcin Enis, Sadikoglu,
Horakova, & Lukas, 2018; Gao et al., 2019; Horakova et al., 2018; Yalcin Enis,
Horakova, Sadikoglu, Novak, & Lukas, 2017; F. Zhang et al., 2021), no product has
yet been developed that achieves the desired outcome.
In this thesis, by targeting the native vascular structure, which is one of the most
important elements of the cardiovascular system, studies are carried out on obtaining
a biodegradable surface suitable for this target tissue.
In addition to the applications mentioned above, tissue engineering-based studies are
also carried out on subjects such as the nervous system, retinal degeneration, dental
applications, lung regeneration, and drug (Lanza, Langer, Vacanti, & Atala, 2020). In
addition, some tissue engineering products commercially available in the market and
their information are given in Table 1.1 (Belleghem et al., 2020).
Vascular Grafts
1.4.1 Vascular diseases
Not included in the infectious diseases category, cardiovascular diseases (including
coronary heart disease and stroke) are the most common disease worldwide and
accounted for an estimated 17.8 million deaths in 2017. More than three-quarters of
these deaths occurred in low-income and middle-income countries (Kaptoge et al.,
2019). Deaths from cardiovascular diseases triggered by the increased stress level
brought about by rural to urban resettlement and unhealthy eating habits increased by
21,1% between 2007 and 2017 (Fuster, 2014; Kaptoge et al., 2019). According to the
data of the World Health Organization, it is estimated that the annual incidence of
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deaths due to cardiovascular diseases worldwide will reach 23,6 million by 2030
(World Health Organization, 2020).
Table 1.1: List of commercially available tissue engineering products for
regenerative applications.
Tissue

Commercial
Name
Dermagraft
Apligraf
Orcel

Skin
TissueTech
Matriderm
Alloderm
Osteocel

Bone

AlloStem
Trinity/Trinity
Evolution
MACI

Cartilage

Fibroblasts

Advanced
Biohealing, USA

Human
acellular dermis

Keratinocytes and
fibroblasts

Human
acellular dermis
Demineralized
human allograft
bone
Demineralized
human allograft
bone
Demineralized
human allograft
bone
Porcine
collagen
membrane

ChondroCelect

none

Prokera

Manufacturer

Bovine collagen
sponge
Hyaluronic
Acid

none

DeNovoNT

Cells

Keratinocytes and
fibroblasts
Keratinocytes and
fibroblasts
Keratinocytes and
fibroblasts

Bovine collagen

Carticel

BioSeed-C

Eye

Scaffold
Material
PGA and PLA
fibers and
silicon film

none

LifeCell, USA

Human mesenchymal
stem cells

NuVasive, USA

Allograft stem cells
from human adipose
tissue
Human mesenchymal
stem cells and
osteoprogenitor cells
Autologous cultured
chondrocytes
Autologous cultured
chondrocytes directly
injected into defect
with Dulbecco's
Modified Eagles
Medium (DMEM)
Autologous cultured
chondrocytes cell
suspension

Bioresorbable
two component
gel-polymer
scaffold
Human
particulated
juvenile
cartilage
Amniotic
membrane
tissue
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Organogenesis,
USA
Ortec
International, USA
Fidia Advanced,
Biopolymers, Italy
Dr. Suwelack Skin
& Health Care,
Germany

AlloSource, USA

Orthofix, USA

Vericel, USA

Vericel, USA

TiGenix, Belgium

Autologous cultured
chondrocytes

BioTissue,
Switzerland

Allogeneic
chondrocytes

Zimmer, USA

none

BioTissue, USA

While mild cardiovascular diseases are treated with modification of dietary, lifestyle
changes, and medications, treatment options for more damaged blood vessels usually
consist of replacing the diseased part with a portion of the autologous vessel via bypass
method (Pashneh-Tala, MacNeil, & Claeyssens, 2016). Although autologous vessels
are considered to be a quite good candidate for cardiovascular diseases, reasons such
as alteration of the vascular structure (atherosclerosis), dimensional incompatibility of
the autologous vessel, donor morbidity and the patient's previous vascular change or
other diseases pose a risk (Liu et al., 2020; Zamani et al., 2017). On the other hand,
saphenous vein, which is the most preferred autologous vein in bypass procedures,
carries the risk of structural deterioration when exposed to blood pressure as well as
vascular occlusion (Bos, Poot, Beugeling, Van Aken, & Feijen, 1998; Eschenhagen,
Reichenspurner, & Zimmermann, 2013). Therefore, the necessity of finding
alternative solutions to overcome the problems experienced in autologous vessels has
been among the prominent issues in recent years. However, allografts taken from
donors or cadavers, and xenografts obtained from animals are alternatives, they cannot
fully meet this need due to the lack/incompatibility of donors and their short life
(Hasan et al., 2014). For all these reasons, grafts, which offer more risk-free and easier
application, promise for patients who need vascular replacement.
1.4.2 Structure of blood vessel
The native artery has a highly complex, multi-layered structure, and in a replacement
vascular graft design each layer is expected to be imitated by considering the physical,
mechanical, histological and topographic features of each layer of the native vessel
(Adhikari et al., 2019). The vascular structure consists of three main layers: tunica
intima, tunica media and tunica adventitia (Figure 1.2). Tunica intima, the innermost
part of the three concentric layers closest to the blood flow, consists mainly of a simple
but regular single endothelial cell (EC) layer containing connective tissues, and is
directly connected to the basement membrane. Also, biological signaling events,
orientation of ECs, intracellular protein expression, cytoskeleton construction, antiplatelet aggregation, and cell-cell interactions can be regulated in this layer (Jia, Li,
Weng, Gu, & Chen, 2020). Tunica media is the habitat of spindle-shaped smooth
muscle cells (SMC). Having low tensile strength in the middle layer, elastin functions
as a relaxant stress behavior and distributes stress evenly across the wall of the vessel
to the stronger collagen fibers (Goins, Webb, & Allen, 2019). Tunica adventitia, the
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outermost layer of fibroblast cells, consists of an extracellular collagen matrix which
contains perivascular nerve cells, and is responsible for preventing vasodilation and
deformation under physiological stress (Goins et al., 2019; Yalcin Enis & Gok
Sadikoglu, 2018). The goal of this thesis is to develop linear surfaces that best match
target tissue and can be used in layers with different properties before vascular graft
formation.

Figure 1.2 : The structure of a native artery.
1.4.3 Imitiation of native artery
In order to mimic the target tissue, vascular grafts must meet certain structural
requirements, just like other tissue engineering applications. These characteristics can
be divided into three categories: structural, mechanical, and biological (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 : Design parameters of a native artery.
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Each layer of the arterial construction has different characteristics and serves different
functions. Therefore, the morphological, mechanical, and biological properties of each
layer should be unique. The innermost layer is expected to have low porosity that
allows the proliferation of ECs but also prevents blood leakage, while the middle and
outer layers are expected to have a larger porosity suitable for SMCs diffusion (J. Wu
et al., 2018). Considering these qualifications, the pore properties of each vascular
graft layer surface can be optimized by adjusting the fiber diameter, which is directly
proportional to the pore size and porosity (Soliman et al., 2011). In addition to the
specified morphological parameters such as fiber diameter and pore size, the wall
thickness of the scaffold, as a dimensional feature, also determines the mechanical and
biological properties of vascular grafts (Yalcin Enis & Gok Sadikoglu, 2018). Yalcin
et al. (2016) performed histological analysis of the native vessel and measured the
lumen thickness in the range of 400-1000 µm. Additionally, varying research in the
literature, investigates vascular graft architectures with various wall thicknesses, both
single-layer and multi-layer, and the effects of these values on the vessel's compliance
value (Abdal-hay, Bartnikowski, Hamlet, & Ivanovski, 2018; Devan Ohst, 2015; R.
Johnson, Ding, Nagiah, Monnet, & Tan, 2019). It is possible to deduce that thin wall
thickness enhances the compliance properties in line with the findings obtained from
these researches that emphasize the importance of wall thickness.
Dynamic-mechanical compliance between the native artery and the vascular graft is
highly crucial; otherwise, flow separation and low wall shear stress may arise as well
as the failure of blood flow and intimal hyperplasia (Montini-Ballarin et al., 2017).
The graft structure should match the mechanical characteristics of the native human
blood vessels (Table 1.2) as closely as feasible in order to endure the numerous
mechanical loads that the vascular graft is exposed to and to achieve a successful
construction. The vascular structure shows low modulus response at low strain first
due to low modulus elastin, while at higher tensions it shows stiffening behavior by
straightening elastin and high modulus collagen fibers; furthermore, this mechanical
behavior is called the J-shaped structure (Zhalmuratova et al., 2019). Imitation of this
structure in accordance with mechanical needs affects the elastic behaviors such as the
formation of the J-shape structure, which is an extremely critical feature (MontiniBallarin et al., 2016). The researchers aim to design vascular grafts that behave as a J-
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shaped structure under pressure in their studies by utilizing both natural (Akentjew et
al., 2019) and synthetic polymers (Rapoport et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2016).
Table 1.2: Mechanical properties of native human blood vessels.

Typeof
Blood
Vessel

Elastic
Modulus
(MPa)
Circ./Long.*

Ultimate
Stress
(MPa)
Circ./Long
.

Strain
at Failure
(%)
Circ./Long.

Burst
Pressure
(mmHg)

Suture
Retentio
n (N)

Compliance
(%/100mmHg)

Ref.

42.62 ±27.76
/130.2 ±56.36

3.01 ±1.91
/13.22
±5.73

NA

NA

NA

NA

(Donovan,
Schmidt,
Townshen
d, Njus, &
Sharp,
1990)

NA

NA

11±5/17±10

1599±877

1.76-2.45

0.7-2.6

(Konig et
al., 2009;
Zamani et
al., 2017)

8 /16.8

4.1/4.3

134/59

NA

NA

NA

(Hasan et
al., 2014)

NA

NA

NA

3196±1264

1.35±4.5

11.5±3.9

(Konig et
al., 2009)

Saphenous
vein

Internal
mammary
artery

Arteries whose constituent components are collagen and elastin are constantly exposed
to pressure and shear stress due to the flow of blood with a velocity of 1,2 cm/s and a
pressure of 87 mmHg, continuously. This biomechanical stretch and un-stretch cycles
cause momentary dimensional changes in artery diameter (Hoskins et al., 2017).
Therefore, a tissue-engineered vascular graft (TEVG) should be resistant to blood
pressure and stretching cycle. Moreover, TEVGs should have a mechanical strength
similar to native vessels, with a burst pressure of approximately 2000 mmHg to prevent
aneurysmal expansion (Seifu, Purnama, Mequanint, & Mantovani, 2013). The
aneurysm problem for vascular graft designs is also discussed by Yalcin Enis et al.
(2017), not in terms of the compliance difference between the scaffold and the native
vessel but the difference through the length of the fibrous scaffold because of
nonhomogeneous fiber distribution obtained (Figure 1.4). The vascular scaffolds
should also have sufficient suture retention when surgically sutured with the native
artery (Zamani et al., 2017).
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Figure 1.4 : Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a tubular vascular graft
structure; before burst pressure testing (a), after testing (aneurysm part)
(b). Aneurysm part of the scaffold (c) Reprinted from Yalcin Enis,
Horakova, Gok Sadikoglu, Novak, & Lukas (2017).
The biological activity of vascular graft surfaces, in addition to structural and
mechanical qualities, ensures vital information on the graft's applicability. Vascular
graft structure must be biocompatible for the cells to survive and matrix deposition,
besides to not causing any incompatibility in the body (Ratcliffe, 2000; Yalcin et al.,
2016). Besides, blood-graft contact can promote blood coagulation by activating
platelets, or biomaterial degradation can cause blood clot formation, hence the vascular
graft structure must be hemocompatible (Mulinti, Brooks, Lervick, Pullan, & Brooks,
2018; Rizwan et al., 2020).
The extracellular microenvironment contains biochemicals that enable the biological
activity of growth factors such as proteoglycan, collagen, elastin, glycosaminoglycans
and structureless matrixcellular proteins (Petreaca & Martins-Green, 2013). Cell
adhesion, filtration, and proliferation on the vessel surface are all signs that the cell is
capable of forming its own ECM. Furthermore, the biodegradation of the scaffold
when the cells produce the self-ECM is a significant criterion for vascular graft
researches. Otherwise, the non-biodegradable polymer-based surface may have
deleterious effects on living things and harm them (Rizwan et al., 2020). Together with
being biodegradable, having sufficient biodegradability time offers the stability for
cells to synthesize structural proteins and form autologous tissue (Hiob, She,
Muiznieks, & Weiss, 2017; J. Wu et al., 2018). Before clinical investigations, in-vitro
testing are critical for analyzing cell adhesion, proliferation, viability, and
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morphology, as well as the graft's degradation over time. A suitable vascular graft
should provide adequate anti-thrombogenicity to the structure to prevent coagulation
or stenosis after implantation and promoting proper endothelialization (Joshi et al.,
2020). Moreover, the production principle of the vascular grafts can bee seen in the
Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 : Principle of the vascular tissue-engineering (inspired by the study of
Sorrentino & Haller, 2011).
The scaffold material has a big role in the success of graft designs and the achievement
of the above-mentioned attributes, along with the additional parameters such as solvent
system and production method. Determining the appropriate biomaterial by
considering the structural, mechanical and biological properties of the native vessel is
vital for vascular graft designs. The main research focus of this thesis is on the
structural and biological features of vascular grafts.
Biomaterials Used in Vascular Graft Applications
The selection of biomaterials is crucial for enhancing an effective regenerated vascular
structure similarly in all tissue engineering strategies, as it affects long- and short-term
mechanical properties, cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions, biocompatibility,
biodegradability, toxicity, manufacturability, and shape of the final scaffold, in
addition to providing the basic structure for cell growth (Chesterman, Zhang, Ortiz,
Goyal, & Kohn, 2020; Suwantong, 2016; Thomas, Lekshmi, & Nair, 2013). Although
it is highly preferred in large diameter grafts, the use of polymers such as polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE), and polyurethane (PU) in small
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diameter grafts is limited due to incomplete endothelialization and intimal hyperplasia
caused by the long stay of these polymers in the body (Hiob et al., 2017). Moreover,
the use of the aforementioned polymers in small-caliber vessels, in addition to having
properties such as inadequate structural porosity, insufficient cell adhesion, and
proliferation, low elasticity level, also causes restenosis (narrowing of the vessel and
thus the restriction of the blood) and various infections (Liu et al., 2020; Spadaccio et
al., 2016). Thus, small-caliber graft designs, biodegradable synthetic polymers or
natural/structural proteins are favored since they provide the qualities required to fulfil
the goal of establishing an autologous blood vessel after implantation (Oztemur &
Yalcin Enis, 2020). Polymers that can be degraded in the biological environment and
do not show toxic effects in this process are also very advantageous materials because
there is no need for a second operation to remove the graft from the body (Kai, Liow,
& Loh, 2015; Xue & Greisler, 2003). Hence, biodegradable polymers have become
promising materials for vascular grafting applications.
The biodegradable polymers can be divided into three groups as natural, synthetic, and
hybrid. The natural biodegradable polymers are very successful in biocompatibility
and cell activities, while synthetic ones have properties such as high strength and
controllable degradation (Thomas et al., 2013). Even though natural and synthetic
biomaterials can be used in neat form, their blend or copolymer versions with other
biopolymers are also preferable due to compensate for the deficient sides of the
polymers or to add extra superior properties to the scaffold.
1.5.1 Natural biomaterials
Biopolymers that are derived from natural sources are widely used in biomedical
applications as they are highly biocompatible and offers opportunity to enhanced cell
activities such as cell adhesion, growing, proliferation, and cell to cell signalling
(Shojaee & Bashur, 2017).
Collagen: Collagen is the main protein in the ECM structure (Zhou, Cao, Ma, & Lin,
2010). There are two major types of collagens: fibrillar and non-fibrillar. For most
animal tissues, fibrillar collagen forms (collagen type I, II, III, VI and XI) elongated
fibril structures, which are recognised for their structural function in mechanical
support. Collagen type I is one of the most commonly used collagen types in tissue
engineering applications. Moreover, non-fibrillary collagens can be classified into sub-
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categories including the network-forming collagens (collagen types IV and VII), fibrilassociated collagens (collagen types IX and XII), and membrane-associated triple
helix collagens (Copes, Pien, Van Vlierberghe, Boccafoschi, & Mantovani, 2019).
Even though collagen has excellent biocompatibility and weak antigenicity, it suffers
from the mechanical properties (Lee, Singla, & Lee, 2001).
Elastin: Elastin is also one of the core components of the extracellular vascular matrix
that provides elasticity and strength (Koens et al., 2010). In addition to its desirable
mechanical properties, elastin serves as a major promoter for vascular cells,
prohibiting for smooth muscle cell migration and proliferation, and improving EC
attachment and proliferation (Wise et al., 2011).
Gelatin: Gelatin is a type of protein that includes 19 aminoacids in its structure
(Vroman & Tighzert, 2009). It is derived from skin, bone or connective tissues by
hydrolysis of collagen. Although gelatin is preferred owing to its fluid loss prevention
feature, it is generally used in a mixture of other biopolymers due to the insufficient
mechanical and degredation features (Gu et al., 2016).
Silk Fibroin: Silk fibroin is a protein based polymer which is derived from animal
sources (Catto et al., 2015). It is composed of highly repeated primary sequence, which
results in great homogeneity in the secondary ẞ-sheet structure, a high crystalline
characteristics and impressive mechanical features. As silk is an attractive
biodegradable material in terms of not only its mechanical properties but also
suitability for cell activities and biocompatibility, it has a great place in small vascular
graft studies (Marelli et al., 2012). Moreover, it can be conveniently processed into a
number of structures including hydrogels, films, porous scaffolds, and micro/nano
particles (Chan et al., 2019).
Chitosan: Chitosan is a biocompatible, biodegradable, nontoxic, and non-antigenic
biopolymer sourced from crustaceans such as crabs and shrimps (Chenhui et al., 2009).
Further, it has a rigid and crystalline structure due to the strong intermolecular
hydrogen bonds in the structure (Vroman & Tighzert, 2009). For this reason, it is
mostly used in a blend of softer polymers in order to be used in tissue engineering
applications.
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1.5.2 Synthetic biomaterials
Synthetic polymers are widely used to acquire scaffolds with sufficient mechanical
properties, which keep their strength for relatively long periods and allow the
regeneration of new tissues. The mechanical properties of synthetic polymers can be
managed effectively compared to natural polymers, so they allow the development of
tissue engineering structures with improved mechanical properties (Song, Feijen,
Grijpma, & Poot, 2011).
Poly (glycolic acid) (PGA): As a synthetic aliphatic polyester, PGA is one of the most
commonly used biomaterials in tissue engineering applications (Matsuzaki, John,
Shoji, & Shinoka, 2019). Despite its high mechanical strength and biocompatibility,
its hard structure limits the use of PGA (Dehnavi, Parivar, Goodarzi, Salimi, &
Nourani, 2019). For this reason, it is used as a copolymer or blended with other
biopolymers that shows high elongation at breakage values.
Poly (ԑ-caprolactone) (PCL): PCL is a semicrystalline, aliphatic polyester that is
biocompatible, rubbery and non-toxic (Ren et al., 2015). Moreover, PCL is synthesized
at a suitable temperature (>120  C) by ring-opening polymerization of metal aloxides,
metal carboxylates, and caprolactone monomer, in which tin or tin salts act as initiators
(Bartnikowski, Dargaville, Ivanovski, & Hutmacher, 2019) (Figure 1.6). Despite the
fact that ring-opening is the most common process for producing PCL,
polycondensation of 6-hydroxyhexanoic acid can result in PCL of inferior quality and
molecular weight (usually 10,000 g/mol and below). The ring-opening approach has
also a drawback that requiring a catalyst for synthesis. Although many metal catalysts
have a detrimental effect and require additional maintenance, calcium and magnesiumbased catalysts are very popular because they do not cause any toxic effects and do not
require an extra step (Labet & Thielemans, 2009).

Figure 1.6 : Synthesis of poly(ε-caprolactone) from ε-caprolactone or 6hydroxyhexanoic acid (Bartnikowski et al., 2019).
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The molecular weight of polymers has a substantial impact on their ultimate product
qualities, mostly for mechanical strength (Pant et al., 2011). PCL can be manufactured
at a variety of molecular weights that results in a variety of features. PCL with a
molecular weight of 15,000 g/mol is brittle, while 50,000 g/mol is more ductile
(Deshmukh et al., 2017). In addition, Table 1.3 shows the properties of PCL with
different molecular weights. High molecular weight PCL, on the other hand, has a high
mechanical strength and oxygen permeability. Although it is not ideal for oxygen
barrier products due to this property, it is beneficial for long-term implants and drug
delivery systems (Cheung, Lau, Lu, & Hui, 2007).
Table 1.3: Properties of PCL with different molecular weight (Mw) (Jiang & Zhang,
2013).
Properties

PCL-low Mw

PCL-mid Mw

Molecular Weight

37,000

50,000

PCL-high
Mw
80,000

Melting Point (°C)

58-60

58-60

60-62

Tensile Stress (kg/cm2)

140

360

580

Elongation at break (%)

660

800

900

As a member of biodegradable polymers, PCL's slow degradation time makes it a
popular choice for many biomedical applications (Mclauchlin & Thomas, 2012).
Because of the high mobility of the chain segments and intermolecular interactions, it
exhibits a low glass transition (-60 °C) and melting temperature (60 °C). This
biopolymer, which has a very stable thermal structure, has the properties of full
enzymatic degradation and superior chain flexibility (Deshmukh et al., 2017).
Although PCL is resistant to solvents such as water, aliphatic hydrocarbons, alcohol,
and glycol at room temperature, it is soluble in aromatic polar and chlorinated
hydrocarbons such as toluene, benzene, chloroform (CHL), cyclohexanone, carbon
tetrachloride, tetrahydrofuran (THF), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), dioxane, and
dichloromethane (DCM). Furthermore, PCL is partly soluble in acetone (AC), ethyl
acetate, dimethyl formamide (DMF), 2-butanone, and acetonitrile (Mondal, Griffith,
& Venkatraman, 2016; Sinha, Bansal, Kaushik, Kumria, & Trehan, 2004).
PCL is chosen as the primary polymer in this thesis due to its better biocompatibility
and mechanical strength, as well as the slow biodegradation rate, non-toxicity, and
flexibility. Furthermore, despite the fact that there are many solvent system options,
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chloroform is selected as the main solvent since it is less damaging to nature and
human body.
Poly (lactic acid) (PLA): PLA is a commercially available bio-based polymer used in
a variety of applications due to its high strength, modulus and biodegradability. It is
formed by bacterial fermentation of biomass such as sugar or starch, or polymerization
of lactic acid, which can be formed by chemical synthesis (Murariu & Dubois, 2016).
At the same time, its bioabsorbable and biocompatible properties make PLA an
extremely promising material for medical applications (Saini, Arora, & Kumar, 2016).
Moreover, lactide has three stereoforms: L-lactide, D-lactide, and meso-lactide (Figure
1.7). By catalytic ring opening polymerization, pure L-lactide, D-lactide, DL-lactide
(50/50 combination of L and D isomers), or meso-lactide monomer is transformed into
the matching high-molecular weight polyester (Nampoothiri et. al., 2010). The Llactide ratio is a factor that influences PLA’s crystallinity and results in high melting
temperature and brittleness. The crystallinity of PLA reduces when 15% meso lactide
or D-lactide is introduced, and the material becomes amorphous. Pure PLA melts at
180°C and has a glass transition temperature of 60°C because it comprises L-lactide
or D-lactide mesoforms in its structure (Nijenhuis, Grijpma, & Pennings, 1991).
Relatively low oxygen and water permeability, brittleness, high polarity, high density,
and poor heat resistance limit the use of PLA (Deshmukh et al., 2017). Various
methods have been developed, such as blending with biopolymers with ductile
properties such as PCL, to make PLA more tough and reduce its brittleness rate (Jiang
& Zhang, 2013). Moreover, physiochemical properties of PLA can be seen in Table
1.4.
Table 1.4: Physiochemical properties of PLA (Nampoothiri, Nair, & John, 2010).
Properties
Density
Glass Transition Temperature, Tg
Melting Point, Tm
Tensile Strength
Young’s Modulus
Elongation at Break

PLA
1.25 g/cm3
50-64 °C
145-186 °C
28-50 MPa
1.2-3 GPa
2-6%

On the other hand, PLA is soluble in chloroform, methylene chloride, dioxane,
acetonitrile, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, dichloroacetic acid, toluene, acetone, ethylbenzene
at room temperature, and soluble in tetrahydrofuran only when heated to boiling point.
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Insoluble in water but it can dissolve in selective alcohols and alkanes (Saini, Arora,
& Kumar, 2016).
Poly(l-lactide) (PLLA) is a popular enantiomer of PLA for biomedical applications
due to its processability, outstanding mechanical behaviours, and thermal stability
(Xiang et al., 2019). Furthermore, PLLA is a slow crystallizing material with higher
mechanical strength (~60 MPa) and modulus (~3 GPa) than many synthetic polymers
(Jiang & Zhang, 2013).

Figure 1.7 : Stereoforms of lactides. Reprinted from (Nampoothiri et al., 2010).
In this thesis, PLA and PLLA are chosen because of their favorable mechanical
properties, biodegradability and biocompatibility. The aim is to examine the behavior
of commercial PLA with different crystallinity and degradation rates and its L-lactide
derivative, PLLA, blended with PCL and their effects on the mentioned parameters.
On the other hand, the current thesis is one of the rare studies showing that PLLA
polymer, which is rarely included in vascular graft studies in the literature, despite
having an important commercial value, is a candidate for graft applications.
1.5.3 Hybrid biomaterials
Although natural and synthetic polymers can be employed in vascular graft
architectures in their pure form, they may not be enough to meet certain of the qualities
that grafts should have. Combining the strong mechanical aspects or outstanding
structural characters of two or more synthetic materials (Abdal-hay et al., 2018;
Oztemur & Yalcin-Enis, 2021; L. Zhao et al., 2021; N. Zhao, Lv, Ma, Zhu, & Li,
2019), as well as blending a natural biopolymer that provides advantages in terms of
cellular activities and a synthetic biopolymer with high mechanical strength (Joshi et
al., 2020; T. Wang et al., 2013; Y. Wu et al., 2018; L. Zhao et al., 2021) are all
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examples that have been widely discussed in the literature. It is also a favored approach
of combining the strong properties of biomaterials or compensating for their poor
aspects by bringing them into copolymer form. Copolymers are made up of two or
more monomeric substances joined together. Also, copolymers illustrate the various
advantages of hybrid materials by combining the positive qualities of their monomeric
species while eliminating their unfavourable properties, resulting in a synergistic
copolymer final product (Astete & Sabliov, 2012). Many new biomaterials with
tunable biophysical and biochemical characteristics have arisen from the copolymer
method. Furthermore, the copolymerization approach is employed to provide good
mechanical and electroactive qualities, as well as to enhance biodegradation (Francois,
Dorcemus, & Nukavarapu, 2015; Ravi & Chaikof, 2010). As a result, biocompatible
and biodegradable copolymers are becoming increasingly popular in vascular graft
investigations (Agarwal et al., 2019; Braghirolli et al., 2017; Horakova et al., 2018;
Shafiq et al., 2018).
PLA, PLLA, and PCL biopolymers are chosen for this study because of their high
biocompatibility, biodegradability, mechanical strength, and flexibility. PLA/PCL and
PLLA/PCL blends, in addition to their pure forms, have been throughly investigated
for reasons of improved biocompatibility, brittleness, and mechanical strength.
Although biopolymer selection is essential in vascular graft research, it is not a
sufficient criterion for the formation of a desirable graft that closely resembles the
native blood vessel. One of the complementary variables for the success of scaffold
designs is the fabrication technique.
Vascular Graft Fabrication Techniques
There are a variety of production methods for fibrous surface formation that can be
employed in vascular tissue engineering applications, including melt drwaing,
particulate leaching, solvent casting, phase separation, freeze drying, self-assembly
and 3D printing (Malik, Sundarrajan, & Hussain, 2020; Ong et al., 2017). Also, some
of the nanofiber production methods and their properties that can be used for vascular
graft applications are given in the Table 1.5. Although these approaches are effective
in terms of producing fibous surfaces with effective porosity and permeability, which
allow cell transport and proliferation, the scaffolds created by these methods have
several drawbacks, such as uncontrollable fiber diameter and poor mechanical
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behavior (Rogina, 2014). Electrospinning gains attention in recent decade, due to not
only its versatility in spinning a wide range of polymeric fibers, but also the ability to
produce fibers with uniform mechanical properties. Besides, this technique offers high
surface-to-volume ratio during nanofiber production, customizable porosity,
processability of fibers in a wide range of sizes and shapes, and the ability to
manipulate nanofiber composition to obtain desired qualities and functionalities in the
end product (Bhardwaj & Kundu, 2010). Moreover, by providing a 3D ECM structure,
it is an excellent way for achieving cell adhesion and proliferation (Abruzzo et al.,
2014). Because of the advantages it provides in terms of morphological, mechanical,
and topographic features, as well as being easy and accessible, the electrospinning
approach is favoured in surface development investigations for vascular graft
applications within the scope of this thesis. For this reason, the electrospinning
method, solution and production parameters are explained in detail in further sections.
Table 1.5: Nanofiber production techniques (Zdraveva et al., 2017).
Techniques
Splitting of bicomponent
fibers
Melt-blowing
Physical drawing
Flash-spinning
Phase separation
Self-assembling
Solvent dispersion
Centrifugal spinning
Hydrothermal
Electrospinning

Principle
Removal of one polymer out of
islands-in-the-sea (or citrus pie)-spun
fibers
Drawing polymer melt using hot air jet
Physically drawing polymer solution
Simultaneous heating and pressurizing
of polymer fluid
Formation of fibers by induced phase
separation of solution
Self-organization of molecules in
solution
Shear-enhanced solvent precipitation in
nonsolvent
Drawing spinning fluid using
centrifugal force
Formation of fibers in hydrothermal
solution
Stretching of solution by high electric
field

Diameter Range
>800 nm

>800 nm
>50 nm
>200 nm
50-500 nm
<100 nm
~100 nm
>100 nm
50-120 nm
10 nm to a few
microns

1.6.1 Electrospinning
Electrospinning is an efficient method that encourages the innovation for
manufacturing uniform and advanced fibers by using electric force. The main
components of the electrospinning system are the feed pump, high voltage power
supply, collector, and syringe (needle tip) as shown in Figure 1.8. The working
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principle of the electrospinning method is based on the theory of exceeding the surface
tension of the polymer solution and creating a jet by applying high voltage. The electric
field generated between the tip and the collector causes the viscoelastic polymer
solution transforming from spherical to conical shape (Taylor cone) to be repelled with
a certain surface charge. When the electrostatic repulsive forces in the polymer
solution exceed the surface tension of the polymer, the charged jet begins to detach
from the Taylor cone and moves uniaxially from the electric field towards the
grounded collector. Simultaneously, with the rapid spread of the jet, the solvents in the
polymer solution evaporate and fibers in nano/micro scales begin to emerge. Further,
the formed fibers are collected on the grounded collector and provide fibrous surface
formation (Asmatulu and Khan, 2018).

Figure 1.8 : Components of electrospinning unit.
The electrospinning technique is generally governed by parameters such as solution,
production, and ambient factors. Each of these parameters significantly affects the
morphology of the fiber; hence, the desired fiber morphology can be achieved by
adjusting these parameters properly (Long et al., 2018).
1.6.1.1 Electrospinning production parameters
Solution Parameters
Solution properties such as concentration, molecular weight, viscosity, surface tension,
and conductivity are the main parameters affecting fiber morphology.
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Concentration
A minimum concentration of the solution is needed in the electrospinning enabling
fiber formation to proceed. The solution concentration should be adjusted to an
optimum value according to the properties of the materials used; otherwise, proper
conditions will not be achieved and fiber with desired morphological propertied cannot
be formed (Bhardwaj and Kundu, 2010). Studies in the literature show that very low
solution concentration causes bead formation instead of fiber shape, whereas very high
solution concentration prevents continuous fiber formation by causing difficulty in
polymer flow from the nozzle (Ahmed, Lalia, and Hashaikeh, 2015). Moreover,
concentration and fiber diameter are directly proportional, and the fiber diameter
decreases as concentration decreases (Costa, Bretas, and Gregorio, 2010).
Molecular Weight and Viscosity
Molecular weight is one of the aspects that play a significant role in the production of
the strong and highly oriented fibers while having a significant impact on rheological
and electrical properties such as viscosity, surface tension, conductivity, and dielectric
constant. Increased molecular weight can effectively reduce the defects in the
molecular chain ends and enhance molecular strength. Moreover, the molecular weight
of the polymer represents the number of entangled polymer chains in a solution, and
so the solution viscosity (Bhardwaj and Kundu, 2010; Gupta and Kothari, 1997).
Viscosity plays a crucial role in the determination of fiber diameter and morphology
during the electrospinning process. The effect of viscosity occurs in the same way as
concentration like while low viscosity causes droplet formation, with increasing
viscosity, uniform and beadless fibers may occur. On the other hand, in cases where
the viscosity is too high, the polymer solution dries at the needle tip before the jet
formation and continuous fibers cannot be achieved (Pham, Sharma, and Mikos,
2006).
Surface Tension
To produce a fibrous web with an electrospinning technique, the polymer solution
loaded with the effect of the electric field in the first place is expected to exceed the
surface tension and form a jet. Determining the surface tension is an essential factor
for electrospun web production since if a solution with a very high surface tension the
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fiber formation cannot be obtained. However, the surface tension can be adjusted by
changing the material used or adding surfactants to the solution (Rogina, 2014).
Conductivity (Surface charge density)
Since the electrospinning process is a system working with the effect of the electric
field, the electrical conductivity of the solution that will provide the fiber formation
has an important effect on the stable operation of the system. As experimental studies
in the literature show that it is possible to attain uniform and thin fibers with increased
electrical conductivity (Tan, Inai, Kotaki and Ramakrishna, 2005; Uyar and
Besenbacher, 2008).
Production parameters
In addition to the solution parameters, production parameters mainly as voltage, feed
rate, and tip to collector distance significantly affect the structure of the final fibrous
web.
Voltage
The electric charge that triggers fiber formation from the polymer solution is directly
related to the applied voltage. For this reason, adjusting the voltage is a determinant
parameter that directly affects fiber production (Khajavi and Abbasipour, 2017). The
increasing voltage will raise electrical efficiency, resulting in polymer build-up at the
nozzle; depending on the viscosity and feed rate of the polymer; moreover, this
situation may cause an advantage or a disadvantage. For this reason, the voltage setting
should be considered together with these parameters (Subbiah, Bhat, Tock,
Parameswaran and Ramkumar, 2005). While some research claim that high voltage
hinders fiber production, others indicate that high voltage causes thick fibers to form
due to the increasing potential difference, the solution comes to the collector with
increasing acceleration (Bakar, Fonk, Eleyas and Nazeri, 2018; Deitzel, Kleinmeyer,
Harris and Tan, 2001).
Feed Rate
Voltage and feed rate are interrelated production parameters; thus, the feed rate is a
parameter that should be adjusted according to the components of the solution in
addition to the voltage. The slow feed rate is generally a preferred option to allow the
polymer solution to evaporate and form a jet (Bhardwaj and Kundu, 2010). At very
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fast feed rates, the solution reaches the collector without evaporation and production
results in pilling, wet fiber, or thick fiber formation (Khan and Kafiaha 2016; Rasouli,
Pirsalami, and Zebarjad, 2019).
Tip to Collector Distance
The tip to collector distance can be optimized considering the voltage and feed rate
parameters. A minimum distance from the tip to the collector is required to give the
fibers sufficient time to dry before reaching the collector; otherwise, fiber irregularity
or thicker fibers may occur at very close or far distances (Angel, Guo, Yan, Wang and
Kong, 2020; Khan and Kafiaha, 2016).
Ambient parameters
Environmental factors affecting fiber morphology can be determined mainly as
ambient temperature and relative humidity (RH). The effects of these factors on
different polymer solutions are variable, so it is not correct to make a definite judgment
even though it is known that they affect fiber morphology (Haider A., Haider S., and
Kang, 2018). Existing studies have shown that high relative humidity particularly
favors structural porosity. According to the outcomes of the studies, the pores in the
fiber structure appear with increasing moisture due to the breath figure mechanism
(Medeiros, Mattoso, Offeman, Wood and Orts, 2008; Megelski, Stephen, Chase and
Rabolt, 2002). In many studies in the literature, it is seen that porous fibers are
produced by electrospinning many polymers such as PLA in a humid environment
with the effect of the breath figure mechanism (Huang and Thomas, 2018) (Figure
1.9). On the other hand, higher temperature allows a higher rate of vaporization of the
solvent and decreases the viscosity of the polymer solution; hence, thinner fibers can
be obtained (İçoğlu and Oğulata, 2017).

Figure 1.9 : Schematic diagram of surface pore formation induced by breath figures
mechanism. Reprinted from (C. Huang & Thomas, 2018).
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To obtain a suitable surface for vascular graft applications, the solution and production
parameters of the electrospinning process mentioned above are optimized for each
solution system separately within the content of the thesis.
Recent Studies About Electrospun Vascular Grafts
Natural polymers are preferred for vascular grafts due to aforementioned numerous
advantages, but their insufficient mechanical properties limit their usage alone. Thus,
they are mostly used in a blend form with other biomaterials. On the other hand,
synthetic biopolymers can also be used alone, in a blend with other biopolymers or in
the form of copolymers to meet the desired properties of vascular grafts. Considering
the outstanding strengths of synthetic polymers, within the scope of this thesis,
synthetic, biodegradable biopolymers PLA, PLLA and PCL are selected for fibrous
web production. Moreover, a comprehensive literature review is conducted before the
study, and some of the studies that guided for the thesis can be summarized as follow:
In fibrous surface development studies, the determination of materials and methods
brings with it the necessity of some assesments such as morphological (including fiber
diameter, porosity, and water contact angle), chemical, thermal and biological
analysis. In this context, the morphological properties, chemical, thermal and
biological behaviors of the target surfaces are examined from various literature studies
during the thesis period. The mentioned properties are primarily examined based on
PCL, which is the main polymer of the study. The impact of various solvent systems
on the fibrous surface morphology is a subject that researchers have focused on.
Yalcin-Enis et al. (2016) used a chloroform/ethanol (9/1) solvent system for PCL
(45,000 Mn) at 14, 16, 18, and 20% polymer concentrations to develop fibrous
surfaces. At the same time, they evaluated the effects of adding formic acid or acetic
acid in various amounts (20, 40, 80, and 120 ml) to the PCL solution with an 18%
polymer concentration. As a consequence of the research, it was seen that fiber
diameter increases as the polymer concentration increases, however acid addition
considerably reduces the fiber diameter of PCL. Qin and Wu (2012), to see the effect
of different solvent systems such as DMF, 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), THF,
DCM, AC, CHL, and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) on PCL-based surfaces. Fibrous
electrospun webs were fabricated and the morphological, chemical, and thermal
characteristics of the surfaces were analysed. They observed that PCL dissolves most
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rapidly in DCM and CHL, forming fibers with an average diameter of 4500 and 1600
nm, respectively; moreover, beaded structures or poor fiber dispersion have been
noticed in other solvent systems. On the other hand, FTIR analysis of all surfaces gave
the same result, and all solvents were removed from the surface during surface
formation with the electric field effect. In the direction of thermal analysis, it has been
determined that CHL forms a surface with relatively smaller T g and Tm values due to
its lower boiling point.
In addition to surface studies on PCL, extensive PCL-based scaffold investigations
have also been carried out for vascular graft surfaces, which is the target tissue of the
current thesis. Yalcin et al. (2016) presented a study in which the design parameters
were determined to mimic the native vascular structure in morphological, mechanical,
and biological aspects and to create a biodegradable small-caliber vascular graft
structure. At a concentration of 18 w/v % solution was prepared by utilizing PCL
(45,000 Mn) and CHL/ETH (9/1 v/v) solvent system. The tubular scaffolds were
constructed with a diameter of 6 mm and a wall thickness of 250 µm. The scaffold
surface consisted of homogeneous and bead-free fibers, and the diameter of the fibers
was measured between 0.25-0.75 µm in the first peak and 1.75-2.25 µm in the second
peak. While the porosity and the pore size were measured as 29-36.39% and 8.60-29
µm2, respectively by a static software program, 49.7-93.83 µm2 pore sizes were
achieved by bubble method, which tests under dynamic conditions. Furthermore, the
all samples showed sufficient biocompatibility for cell viability; moreover, in all cell
cultures examined on the 1st, 3rd, 7th and 14th days, it was determined that the cells
could survive and proliferate according to the MTT test using 3T3 fibroblasts.
In a later study of Yalcin et al. (2017), a 6 mm diameter bilayer vascular graft was
fabricated using electrospinning method. PCL (45,000 and 80,000 Mn) and PLCL
(70/30 molar ratio) were used as the main polymers. PCL (45,000 Mn) was dissolved
in CHL/ETH, and PCL (80,000) and PLC were dissolved in CHL/ETH/acetic acid
(AA). Bilayer structures were produced from combinations of each polymer types
including randomly distributed inner layer (produced at 5,000 min-1) and radially
oriented (produced at 15, 000 min-1) outer layer. Diameters of randomly distributed
fibers were higher than that of oriented fibers for PCL (45,000 Mn) (4.02±1.22 µm for
random fibers, and 3.47±0.88 µm for oriented fibers) and PCL (80,000Mn) samples
(2.96±0.88 µm for random fibers and 2.50±0.85 µm for oriented fibers) which was
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thought to be caused by mechanical stress. In contrast, due to the highly elastic
behavior of PLCL, the randomly distributed fiber diameter was lower compared to the
oriented fibers for PLCL surfaces (4.01±1.01 µm for random fibers and 4.59±1.42 µm
for oriented fibers). The bilayer tubular structure with the highest ultimate tensile
strength of 2.7 MPa belonged to PLCL+PCL_80 and its elongation at break was
measured as 650%. Owing to the high elastic response, PLCL samples showed the
highest burst resistance (1500 mmHg).
Jia et al. (2020), designed a biomimetic trilayer tubular vascular scaffolds from
biodegradable polymers. They used PCL as an intima layer due to its super
biocompatibility and low degradation rate, PLGA as a media layer, and PU for
adventitia which is the outer layer because of its both biocompatibility and mechanical
properties. The inner and outer layers were produced by electrospinning method while
the media layer was produced via freeze-drying method due to macropore and high
connectivity possibilities. The researchers obtained oriented PCL and PU nanofibers,
and PLGA fibrous structure, which has significantly high porosity (83.73 ± 1.23 %)
and large pore sizes (47.93 ± 18.73 μm). It was demonstrated that electrospun PCL
and PU structures had higher degradation rate (24.86±7.29 % and 12.62±1.59 % at
week 6, respectively) than PLGA scaffold (3.01±0.54 % at week 6) since ultrafine
electrospun fibers have more interaction with lysozyme because of its high surface
area. Consequently, a trilayer tubular biocompatible and biodegradable vascular graft
was produced which has good endothelialization with restrained thrombosis and
hyperplasia in the PCL intima layer, cell penetration due to large pore size in PLGA
media layer, and high-level tensile strength in PU adventitia layer.
On the other hand, PLA is also in an interesting position in surface development
studies for biomedical applications. For this reason, there are studies on optimizing the
morphology of PLA and developing an appropriate solvent system. Huang and
Thomas (2018) developed surfaces in a humid environment with 15% concentration
of different solvent systems (AC, CHL, CHL/ETH, CHL/DMSO, and DMSO) to
produce PLA-based scaffolds for biomedical applications. While the surface produced
with the AC solvent system gave the smallest fiber diameter value, other solvent
systems gave surfaces with a fiber diameter over 1 μm. On the other hand, due to the
breath figure mechanism, structural pores have formed on the surfaces produced with
solvent systems other than the surfaces produced with AC. Although all surfaces are
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hydrophobic, the WCA values of surfaces are larger (>130 °) due to the high specific
surface area.
Jahangir and Rumi (2017) examined the impact of different solvent systems on fiber
morphology and diameter in electrospun PLA-based fibrous structures in a similar
study. Surfaces were produced with single and binary solvent systems employing AC,
1-4-dioxane (DX), THF, DCM, CHL, DMF, and dimethylacetamide (DMAc) organic
solvents while keeping a 10% polymer concentration constant. They discovered that
surfaces produced with binary solvent systems containing single and binary acetone
solution system have defect-free and nano-sized fibers. Further, more comprehensive
studies on tissue engineering applications of PLA are also frequently found in the
literature.
In a detailed study, Abudula et al. (2019) aimed to develop an electrospun cellulose
nanofibril (CNF) reinforced vascular grafts structure using PLA and poly (butylene
succinate) (PBS) biopolymers. CNF was chosen because of its nanoscale property that
helps to achieve better orientation and strong adsorption ability of moisture useful for
medical applications. PLA/PBS blend was used at different ratios (100/0, 75/25, 60/40,
50/50, 40/60, 35/65, 25/75 and 0/100), and the polymer blend was dissolved in
CHL/AC (3/1) solvent system at a constant 6% concentration. For the CNF reinforced
system, the ratios were kept as 50/50 for PLA/(PBS+CNF), and the CNF concentration
was varied between 1-5%. With the addition of the PLA into the solution, the viscosity
increased and the bead-free structures were obtained. On the other hand, the fiber
diameter decreased with the CNF reinforcement (1019±75 nm for PLA, 409±51 nm
for hybrid structure with 50/50 of PLA/PBS, 379±46 nm for composite fiber with 1%
CNF, and 267±27 nm for composite fiber with 5% CNF). The optimal mechanical
performance was obtained using PLA/PBS blend with a 50/50 ratio that has
112.5±1.5% elongation at break and 98.6±4.6 MPa elastic modulus in addition to
highest tensile strength (2.77±0.23 MPa). Furthermore, the WCA value varied between
69 and 114.1°, and the angle decreased with CNF induction. In addition to the
morphological and mechanical investigations, cell activity analysis displayed that
PLA/PBS blends had better cell adhesion compared to the neat PLA and PBS. 7 and
14 days after the cell seeding, PLA/PBS (50/50) and CNT reinforced PLA/PBS
scaffolds had higher cell proliferation than neat PLA and neat PBS.
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Montini-Ballarin et al. (2016) actualised a study that points to the mechanical
behaviors of an electrospun bilayer vascular grafts. In this study, a segmented poly
(ester urethane) (SPEU) named PHD and poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) were used to
imitate the mechanical features of elastin and collagen, respectively. While PHD was
dissolved in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE); DMF/DCM (40/60) mixture was used as a
solvent for PLLA. Then, two types of polymer solutions were blended at 90/10 (for
the outer layer) and 50/50 wt/wt (for inner layer) ratios to prepare PLLA/PHD blends.
5 mm diameter of vascular grafts were produced with different wall thicknesses.
According to the uniaxial tensile test, the stress-strain curve of the PHD showed an
elastic behavior like elastin, and the slope of the PLLA resembled collagen, which has
a stiffer structure. Bilayer structure had Young’s modulus values of 6.24±1.69 MPa in
the circumferential direction and 29.54±5.85 MPa in the axial direction; moreover,
with high strain values of bilayer scaffolds (142-233%), they exhibited more flexible
structure than the rigid Dacron and Goretex commercial grafts. On the other hand, the
compliance values of vascular grafts were between 1.59-1.72% (80-120mmHg), and
although it was lower than the coronary artery, it showed J-shaped behavior like in the
native blood vessel. Furthermore, the burst pressures were 1232-1775 mmHg (for axial
elongation L/L0=1) which is closer to human saphenous veins.
In addition to the singular properties of PLA, PLLA and PCL, the blend properties are
also one of the main subjects of this study. In this context, the performance
characteristics of electrospun structures produced at different PLA/PCL blend ratios
(100/0, 50/50, 60/40, 70/30, 80/20, 90/10, 0/100) were evaluated by Sharma et al.
(2019). The molecular weight of PLA used in the study is 116,000 g/mol, and that of
PCL is 80,000 g/mol. Also, PLA and PCL are dissolved in chloroform/DMF (4/1 v/v),
and fibrous webs produced with electrospinning technique. Morphological analysis
revealed that fine fibers and beads were formed in structures with a PLA ratio of less
than 70% in the structure due to the use of relatively lower molecular weight PCL.
Depending on this situation, smooth fibers were formed in structures with higher PLA
content and the fiber diameter increased as the PLA ratio increased. Moreover, the
WCA values of all samples are found greater than 90° that indicates hydrophobicity
of the surfaces. The melting points of both PLA and PCL are considerably visible in
the DSC curves and as the PLA ratio in the blend structure rises, crystallinity of PLA
increases from 16.1% to 21.5%, whereas crystallinity of PCL drops from 16.5% to 2%.
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Zhai et al. (2013) designed a potential vascular graft for substitution of the femoral
artery by using P(LLA-CL) block copolymer which has enhanced mechanical
property, good degradation rate, and elastic property. Furhermore, heparin biomaterial
was used to increase the proliferation of ECs and vascular SMCs. The scaffold was
produced by a coaxial electrospinning method as to gain favor from both the strong
properties of P(LLA-CL) and heparin. Heparin was utilized as a core component to be
encapsulated while the P(LLA-CL) copolymer as the shell component. Besides the
P(LLA-CL)/heparin blend, P(LLA-CL) scaffold was produced to determine the effect
of heparin on the morphology and the cell activity. The results obtained in dry
conditions showed that the tensile strength and strain values for P(LLA-CL) were
18.34 ± 0.18 MPa and 504 ± 21.62%, respectively, while for P(LLA-CL)/heparin it
was 17.56 ± 0.43 MPa and 460 ± 33.14, respectively. The graft structure started to be
covered in endothelial cells by the end of the 2nd week, and it was decided that the
scaffold was a suitable candidate for vascular graft applications. Hence, at the end of
the study, both P(LLA-CL) and P(LLA-CL)/heparin vascular grafts were implanted to
Beagle dogs, and all of the scaffolds resulted in success. However, the P(LLACL)/heparin composite has been said to be a much better candidate for blood vessel
repair, as it has a 100% patency rate in the early stage, 50% in the medium term, and
25% in the long term.
In the current thesis, biodegradable polymers are used; therefore, the degradation
processes of polymers are among the research topics. Gaona et al. (2012) developed
PLLA/PCL membrane constructions with various blend ratios to target cell attachment
and proliferation convenience, and then analysed their biodegradability rates by
hydrolytic degradation. They noticed that the rate of degradation increased as the
PLLA ratio in the membrane content increased. It is among the outputs of the study
that the crystallinity ratio increased as a result of the degradation in the amorphous
region of the polymeric surface, but the PLLA crystallinity on the PLLA/PCL surfaces
increased not only due to the hydrolysis of the amorphous region but also due to the
recrystallization state of PLLA.
Novelty of the Thesis
Despite the effectiveness of materials like PET, ePTFE, and PU in large-diameter
grafts, a satisfactory proportion of success has yet to be obtained for small-caliber
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grafts. Researchers are still searching for biocompatible and biodegradable vascular
graft designs that will provide solutions to these difficulties. Graft material, which
provides the basic framework for cell proliferation, is critical in all tissue engineering
applications for successful cell regeneration. Natural polymers such as collagen,
fibrinogen, silk fibers, cellulose, chitosan, and gelatin are commonly used in vascular
graft surface designs. These materials can fail in long-term vascular graft applications
because to their poor mechanical strength, low processing capabilities, and rapid
degredation. The material's sufficient biodegradation time provides the essential
stability for cells to synthesize structural proteins and produce autologous tissue in
addition to being biodegradable.
Within the scope of the current thesis, PLA, PLLA and PCL biopolymers and their
blends at different ratios are selected for the development of vascular graft surfaces
due to their biocompatibility, biodegradability, superior mechanical and thermal
properties, convenience for cell activities, and non-toxic effects in-vitro and in-vivo
studies. Many studies in the literature ignore the advantages of blending these
polymers to achieve the desired properties of vascular grafts and do not make detailed
comparisons of blend structures. In addition to the scaffold design, the impacts of
blend ratios on morphological, chemical, thermal an biological properties are
investigated in this research. Moreover, the properties of PLA and PLLA depending
on their crystallinity are studied comparatively; and these findings are supported by
biodegradability and cell analyses. This surface development phase prepares the
infrastructure to promote the vascular graft studies that will take place in the
continuation of the thesis.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Materials and Methods
2.1.1 Materials
PCL (Mn 45,000 and 80,000), PLA (Mn 230,000; Ingeo 2003 D with 4.3 mol% Dlactide content), PLLA (Mn 50,000), and the components of solvent systems
(chloroform, ethanol, acetic acid, and acetone) are supplied from Sigma Aldrich. The
images of the polymers can be seen in Figure 2.1. PCL, PLA, and PLLA are used in
both neat and blend forms. Table 2.1 shows the components of solvent system and
their properties.

Figure 2.1 : Polymers used in thesis. Polycaprolactone with 45,000 Mn (a), poly (Llactide) (b), polylactic acid (c), and polycaprolactone with 80,000 Mn (d).
Table 2.1: Solvent system components and their properties (Sigma Aldrich).
Components

Chemical
Formula

Molecula
r Weight
(g/mol)

Boiling
Point
(°C)

Density
(g/mL) at
25°C

Purity
(%)

Chloroform

CHCl3

119.38

60.5-61.5

1.480

99-99.4

78

0.789

≥99

Ethanol
Acetic Acid
Acetone

CH3CH2OH

46.07

CH3CO2H

60.05

117-118

1.049

99.8-100.5

C3H6O

58.08

56

0.791

≥99
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For cell culture analysis, adult human primary dermal fibroblasts (PCS-201-012™)
and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUV-EC-C) (ATCC CRL-1730) are used.
Cells are cultured through FibroGRO™-LS Complete Media Kit (Millipore, MA,
USA) and DMEM-F12 medium (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium/Ham's F-12
Nutrient Mixture; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Further, main materials that are used in
biological assessments and sterilzation processes of this thesis are glutaraldehyde
solution, osmium tetraoxide (OsO4) and dehydrated with amyl acetate that are supplied
from Sigma Aldrich; ethanol (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany); phosphatebuffered saline (PBS), Trypan Blue and Trypsin-EDTA (0.025% trypsin/1mM EDTA)
that are supplied from Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Grand Island.
2.1.2 Methods
2.1.2.1 Surface fabrication
Within the scope of this thesis, the surface fabrication procedure for vascular graft
applications consists of two stages; solution preparation and electrospinning process.
Polymers are dissolved in appropriate solvent sytem, and scaffold surfaces are
fabricated using electrospinning set-up with horizontal feeding unit that supplied from
Inovenso, Turkey (Nanospinner, Basic System) (Figure 2.2(a)). A grounded
electrospinning device generates fiber at a specific feed rate and with an electric field
effect. After the production phase, the fibrous web collected on the flat type of
collector is allowed to dry for 24 hours at room temperature (Figure 2.2(b)).

Figure 2.2 : Electrospinning apparatus (a) and fabricated surface on the collector (b).
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The thesis study's experimental approach is divided into three stages:
i. Surface fabrication and optimization of PCL (45,000 Mw), PLA and their
blends (a preliminary study): PCL (45,000 Mn) is dissolved in CHL/ETH (9/1 wt.)
at the concentration of 16, 18 and 20% wt. whereas PLA is dissolved in CHL/AC (3/1
wt.) at the concentration of 7, 8 and 9% wt. In addition to neat PCL and PLA solutions,
PLA/PCL blends are prepared in CHL/ETH/AA (8/1/1 wt.) solvent system at a
concentration of 12% wt. Moreover, two different polymer blend ratios are introduced
for PLA/PCL blend as 75/25 and 50/50. All solvents are stirred by magnetic stirrer for
2-3 hours, and then electrospun immediately. The PCL100 and PLA100 solutions are
delivered by a 10 ml plastic syringe pump at the flow rate of 4-5 ml/h and 10±2 kV
voltage is applied from 20 cm distance. For PLA/PCL solutions, the applied voltage,
feed rate and the distance are adjusted to 15±1 kV, 5 ml/h and 23 cm, respectively.
The productions are realized at 21±2°C temperature and 47±10% relative humidity. A
blunt-ended 0.6 mm needle is clamped to the positive electrode of a high-voltage
power supply generating of electric field and the flat collector is grounded. The
polymer solutions are transformed to fibrous surfaces through the electric field.
Solutions with sample codes and details are listed in Table 2.2.
Morphological characterizations are examined for the surfaces produced within the
scope of this preliminary study.
Table 2.2: Sample codes and properties of the solvent systems.

PCL100_16
PCL100_18
PCL100_20
PLA100_7
PLA100_8
PLA100_9
PLA75PCL25_12

% Polymer
Concentration
16
18
20
7
8
9
12

CHL
9
9
9
3
3
3
8

PLA50PCL50_12

12

8

Sample Codes

Weight Ratios
ETH AA AC
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

-

PLA
100
100
100
75

PCL
100
100
100
25

50

50

ii. Surface fabrication and optimization from PCL (80,000 Mn), PLA and their
blends: Although PCL polymer with a molecular weight of 45,000 g/mol is used in
the preliminary study, the desired smooth and continuous fiber formation could not be
achieved. For this reason, the productions in the second stage continues with PCL
with a molecular weight of 80,000 g/mol, which stands out with its better mechanical
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properties and spinnability. PCL is dissolved in CHL/ETH/AA (8/1/1 wt.) at
concentrations of 6, 8, and 10% wt. and PLA is dissolved in CHL/AC (3/1 wt.) at same
concentrations. Moreover, following the findings of the previous study, it is decided
to use the PLA/PCL blend in the second part of the study at 50/50 ratios, and the blend
is coded as PLA50PCL50. Furthermore, PLA50PCL50 blends are prepared in
CHL/ETH/AA (8/1/1 wt.) solvent system at concentrations of 6, 8, and 10% wt. All
solvents are stirred by a magnetic stirrer for 2-3 hours to obtain homogenous solution
and then electrospun immediately to prevent degradation. Optimum production
parameters that allow continuous, smooth and bead-free fiber morphology are defined
as 10±2 kV voltage, 3±1 ml/h feed rate, and 20 cm distance between the collector and
needle tip. The temperature and relative humidity are measured as 18±1 °C and 40±6
%, respectively. Needle diameter is chosen as 0.6 mm. The sample codes and solvent
details are listed in Table 2.3.
Morphological, chemical and thermal analysis are performed for the surfaces produced
in the second part of this study.
Table 2.3: Sample codes and solvent details of the second part of the study.
Sample Codes
PCL100_6
PCL100_8
PCL100_10
PLA100_6
PLA100_8
PLA100_10
PLA50PCL50_6
PLA50PCL50_8
PLA50PCL50_10

% Polymer
Concentration
6
8
10
6
8
10
6
8
10

CHL
8
8
8
3
3
3
8
8
8

Weight Ratios
ETH AA AC
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-

PLA
100
100
100
50
50
50

PCL
100
100
100
50
50
50

iii. Investigation of pure and blended biopolymeric surfaces in the light of selected
polymers and concentrations: Based on preliminary findings, an optimum polymer
concentration of 8% is accepted and productions are carried out at this ratio. At this
stage, due to its favorable qualities, PLLA is also included in this study. Thus, in
addition to PLA, PCL and their blends, PLLA and its blends are also studied in this
third part of the thesis. Blend ratios are selected as 10/90, 20/80, 30/70, 40/60, and
50/50 by weight for both PLA/PCL and PLLA/PCL. Each polymer solution system is
stirred for 2 hours at room temperature. To produce continuous fibers, the voltage, feed
rate, and tip-collector distances are kept constant at 14±1 kV, 4±1 ml/h, and 20 cm,
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respectively. The average relative humidity is 66.38±8% and the temperature is
23.12±2°C. After the fabrication, fibrous surfaces on the aluminum foil are left to dry
for 24 hours to remove residual organic solvents. Sample codes of the surfaces can be
seen in the Table 2.4.
In the final part, morphological, chemical and thermal assesments of the surfaces as
well as biodegradability and cell analysis are performed.
Table 2.4: Sample codes and the weight ratios of the polymer solutions.
Sample Code

PLLA100
PLA100
PCL100
PLA10PCL90
PLA20PCL80
PLA30PCL70
PLA40PCL60
PLA50PCL50
PLLA10PCL90
PLLA20PCL80
PLLA30PCL70
PLLA40PCL60
PLLA50PCL50

Polymer
Concentration
(%)
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

CHL

ETH

8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Weight Ratios
AA AC PLA
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
-

100
10
20
30
40
50
-

PLLA

PCL

100
10
20
30
40
50

100
90
80
70
60
50
90
80
70
60
50

2.1.2.2 Morphological characterization
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis
SEM analysis is the first step in morphological characterization. Fiber diameter
measurement, structural bead detection, and structural porosity analysis are all realized
using SEM images. TESCAN VEGA3 scanning electron microscope is used to
analysis the surface morphology of the fibrous surfaces. Before analysis under the
electron beam, samples are coated with a thin layer of gold-palladium (Au-Pd) alloy
at an operating voltage. 1kx, 3kx, and 5kx magnifications are used in SEM images of
the surfaces. The fibrous samples for SEM analysis, coating apparatus, and SEM
device can be seen in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 : Samples prepared for analysis (a), coating apparatus (b), and scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (c).
Fiber diameter and pore analysis
Fiber diameter measurements are realized by Image J software (Figure 2.4) using SEM
images for each scaffold surface. Average fiber diameters are calculated from at least
50 randomly selected fibers and results are given with standard deviations (SD).

Figure 2.4 : Image J analysis.
Porosity (%) analysis in the thesis employed by thresholding method with Image J
software.
Thresholding method with Image J software: Porosity are analysed from SEM
images using the Image J software program based on a threshold technique that divides
pixels within the target range of intensity values (Ferreira & Rasband, 2012). The
measurement principle is two-dimensional and it is used to make comparisons between
samples since data is obtained from SEM images (Figure 2.5). Pore size measurements
are realized in a range of 1-10 µm2.
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Figure 2.5 : Threshold of a SEM image.
Pore size analysis is carried out using 3G hz Porometer device (Quantachrome, Anton
Paar) (Figure 2.6). Pore sizes of the selected surfaces (PLA100, PCL100,
PLA20PCL80, PLLA50PCL50, PLLA20PCL80, and PLLA50PCL50) are measured
using the air expulsion technique. The testing range is from 0.013 to 500 µm, and the
pressure gradient from 0 to 0.35 bar. In order to analyse the pore sizes, the samples are
cut with a diameter of 18 mm and wetted with a wetting agent to create surface tension.
The wetting agent is immediately penetrated by the surfaces, after which the
measurement is started on the device. Meanwhile, the device sends an air flow to the
pores of the sample with the effect of pressure and 256 measurements are made at each
bar pressure. After the wetting agent is completely evacuated from the pores, the pore
sizes are determined by measuring with the dry state of the samples, and the data
recorded via a software system.

Figure 2.6 : 3G hz Porometer device.
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Water contact angle analysis
The water contact angles of scaffold surfaces are detected by KSV Attension Optical
Contact Angle Meter (Figure 2.6) using sessile drop measurement method to analysis
the hydrophilicity of surfaces. Mean values of the angles and SDs are given. Higher
water contact angle indicates a more hydrophobic surface (Gu et al., 2016).

Figure 2.7 : KSV Attension Optical Contact Angle Meter.
2.1.2.3 Chemical characterization
Fourier transform infrared spectrocopy (FTIR) analysis
Chemical characteristics of the scaffolds are determined using FTIR device (UATR
Two, Perkin Elmer) (Figure 2.7(a)) in Textile Technologies and Design Faculty,
Enstrumental Analysis Laboratory. FTIR analysis is a method of determining the
chemical structure of a material by displaying the polymer's distinctive peaks and
identifying whether or not there is any solvent residue on the surface (Ipek Y. Enis,
Vojtech, & Sadikoglu, 2017). With this analysis, while the presence of polymers in the
blends is proven, it is tested whether residual solvent is left in the scaffold structure.

Figure 2.8 : FTIR device (UATR Two, Perkin Elmer) (a) and DSC device (DSC400,
Perkin Elmer) (b).
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2.1.2.4 Thermal characterization
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis
DSC analysis is performed to recognize the thermal characteristics of polymer surfaces
using Perkin Elmer DSC400 (Figure 2.7(b)) in Textile Technologies and Design
Faculty, Enstrumental Analysis Laboratory. In a nitrogen atmosphere at atmospheric
pressure, the melting behaviour of the samples is investigated. All webs are heated at
a rate of 10 °C/min from -30 to 190 °C. There are two stages (heating and cooling) to
the DSC analysis for PLA, PLLA, PLA/PCL and PLLA/PCL based samples. T g values,
crystallization, and melting points are all determined using these procedures.
Furthermore, the behaviours of the samples under various heat settings are examined.
The area integration approach is used to calculate the crystallization and melting
enthalpies using the Origin Software application. PLA, and PLLA are known to have
100% crystalline melting enthalpies (ΔH0) of 93 J/g while PCL has 136 J/g melting
enthalpy (Xiang et al., 2019; Zhai, Ko, Zhu, Wong, & Park, 2009). Equation 2.1 for
PLA or PLLA, and equation 2.2 for PCL are also used to calculate crystallinity degrees
(Simones, Viana, & Cunha, 2009; Xiang et al., 2019). In the equations, ΔHm is the
melting enthalpy, ΔHcc is the cold crystallization enthalpy, and X c is the percentage of
crystallization value.
(2.1)

(2.2)
Wpla/plla and Wpcl are the weight fractions of PLA/PLLA and PCL, respectively (0.5 in
the blend and 1 for the pure materials) (Herrero-Herrero, Gómez-Tejedor, & VallésLluch, 2018).
2.1.2.5 Biological investigations
Following the morphological, chemical, and thermal analyses, it is decided to continue
the biological analyses with PLA100, PCL100, PLA20PCL80, PLA50PCL50,
PLLA20PCL80, and PLLA50PCL50 within the scope of the thesis. The determined
surfaces are subjected to biodegradability testing and in-vitro cell cultivation. These
analyses are carried out with the laboratory infrastructure facilities of Uludağ
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University-Medical Biology Department, under the coordination of Prof. Dr. Gülşah
Çeçener and with the support of Havva Tezcan Ünlü.
Scaffold Sterilization
PLA100,

PCL100,

PLA20PCL80,

PLA50PCL50,

PLLA20PCL80,

and

PLLA50PCL50 are sterilized by washing once in 70% ethanol, and rinsed three times
in sterile phosphate buffer saline (PBS). After that, the fibrous webs are sanitized on
both sides by exposing them to UV light for 30 minutes. Further, all cell culting and
UV strelization processes are accomplished in the laminar flow cabinet (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.9 : Laminar flow cabinet for cell culture and UV sterilization processes.
Biodegradation Assay
Sterilized selected surfaces (PLA100, PCL100, PLA20PCL80, PLA50PCL50,
PLLA20PCL80, and PLLA50PCL50) are cut into 1x1 cm pieces, allowing for one
measurement per month for 5 months, and initial weights are measured with an assay
balance (Figure 2.9 (a)). The webs are taken into the 24 well plates (Figure 2.9 (b)),
and 300 µl of PBS is added on them, after that they are incubated at 37 °C in a 5%
CO2 incubator (Figure 2.9 (c)).
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Figure 2.10 : Assay balance (a), biodegradation samples placed in 24 well plates (b),
incubator (c).
In-vitro cell culture
Selected surfaces (PLA100, PCL100, PLA20PCL80, PLA50PCL50, PLLA20PCL80,
and PLLA50PCL50) are cultivated with both HUVECs and fibroblast cells. The cells
stored in cryo tubes are transferred to the appropriate culture medium in 15 ml falcons,
and then centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes. After centrifugation, the supernatant
is poured into 25cm2 flasks (Figure 2.10 (a)) containing cell-specific growth medium
(FibroGRO™-LS Complete Media Kit and DMEM-F12 medium) (Figure 2.10 (b))
and incubated at 37 °C in an incubator containing 5% CO2 (Figure 2.9 (c)). After the
cells reach 80% density in each flux, the cells are passaged into 75 cm2 flasks, and
every three days, the growth mediums are replaced. Moreover, the samples are placed
into the 6 well plates (Figure 2.10 (d)).

Figure 2.11 : 25cm2 flasks (a), FibroGRO™-LS Complete Media Kit and DMEMF12 medium (b), and samples in 6 well plates (c).
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Cell viability analysis
Cell count analysis, which is the determining factor for assay optimization, is
performed using 4% Trypan blue to distinguish live and dead cells in the experiment.
Trypan blue is a negatively charged dye and does not penetrate into cells whose cell
membrane is not damaged. However, cells with damaged cell membranes (dead)
absorb trypan blue and appear in blue color under the microscope. Thus, live and dead
cells are counted on the thoma slide, allowing the desired amount of live cells to be
cultivated.
In order to perform cytotoxic analysis, the cell lines in the flasks are washed once with
PBS, then cells are treated with Trypsin-EDTA (0.025% trypsin/1mM EDTA) and
incubated for 5 minutes at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. After incubation, the
substances are taken into 15 ml falcons with an appropriate medium and centrifuged
at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant is removed and 1 ml
of medium is added to the pellet after centrifugation. The cells are counted under the
microscope for cytotoxic analyses after being prepared in 1.5 ml eppendorf with
Trypan blue at a 1/1 ratio, ready for counting on the Thoma slide.
Cell proliferation (MTS) analysis
The proliferation of the HUVEC and fibroblast cell line on the biopolymer is
determined by MTS technique. MTS is a spectrophotometric and colorimetric test that
uses mitochondrial dehydrogenase to convert tetrazolium salts into formazan salts in
living cells, and the measured absorbance value is proportional to the number of viable
cells.
Proliferation measurements are taken on the 3rd and 7th days, in accordance with the
cell growth rates. 1x1 cm sterile PLA100, PCL100, PLA20PCL80, PLA50PCL50,
PLLA20PCL80, and PLLA50PCL50 scaffolds are inserted in 24 well plates in three
repeats to assess the proliferation rate. In a CO2 incubator, the scaffolds on which the
medium is applied are incubated overnight at 37°C. Before cell cultivation, the
medium in which the surfaces are incubated overnight is removed from the wells, and
1x105 cells are seeded into each well. The previous medium on the cells is removed
and serum-free medium is introduced before the MTS measurement. 100 µl of MTS
reagent is added to the wells and incubated for 3 hours at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator.
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At the end of the determined time, 200 µl of sample is transferred into a 96 well plate
through the medium with reagent added and analysed at the absorbance level of 490
nm in the Elisa Reder device. Results are expressed as the proliferation rates of
experimental cells assuming 100% of control cell viability untreated with the
compound.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As in the experimental process, the results of the analysis of the surfaces produced
within the scope of the thesis and the discussion of the results are carried out in three
stages.
i.

Surface fabrication and optimization of PCL (45,000 Mn), PLA and their
blends (a preliminary study).

ii.

Surface fabrication and optimization of PCL (80,000 Mn), PLA, and their
blends.

iii.

Investigation of pure and blended biopolymeric surfaces in the light of selected
polymers (PLA, PLLA, and PCL) and concentrations.

i.

Results of the Surface Fabrication and Optimization of PCL (45,000 Mn),
PLA and Their Blends (a preliminary study)

3.1 Morphological Characterization of Preliminary Study
3.1.1 SEM characterization
SEM images of the PCL, PLA, and PLA/PCL fibrous structures at different
concentrations are illustrated in the Figure 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
It is seen that even if beaded, fiber formation can be observed in PCL100_16.
However, continuous fibers could not be achieved in PCL100_18 and PCL100_20
samples (Figure 3.1(a), 3.1(b), and 3.1(c)) due to the high solution viscosity. In cases
of high viscosity, the solution may not allow jet formation and results in thick and
discontinuous fibers on the collector (Pham et al., 2006). Although the 9/1 solvent
system is previously studied in the literature (Ipek Y. Enis et al., 2017), the desired
continuous and smooth fiber formation could not be obtained in this study. This
situation is thought to be caused by instabilities in production parameters, especially
moisture and temperature imbalance, which cannot be kept constant in production.
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Figure 3.1 : SEM images of (a) PCL100_16 at magnification of 5kx, (b)
PCL100_18, and (c) PCL100_20 at magnification of 1kx.
On the other hand, Figure 3.2 shows that PLA100_7, PLA100_8 and PLA100_9 have
smooth and continuous fibers; moreover, all these three structures have many selfpores on the fiber surfaces. This may be due to the fact that acetone which is in the
solvent partially dissolves the fiber surface as small spots even after electrospinning.
This idea has also been supported by the literature and is called the breath figure
mechanism, and the mechanism usually includes a water immiscible solvent and a
hydrophobic polymer. During the electrospinning of the polymer in a humid
environment (usually relative humidity is above 50%), water molecules in the air
evaporate on the polymer surface and in this case the water molecules move to form
circular traces. Thus, it evaporates and causes porous structure formation on the fiber
(C. Huang & Thomas, 2018). Since the relative humidity RH is near 50% when these
productions are performed, it is predicted that an identical breath figure mechanism
appears.

Figure 3.2 : SEM images of (a) PLA100_7, (b) PLA100_8, and (c) PLA100_9 at
magnification of 5kx.
Furthermore, the PLA/PCL electrospun surfaces that can be seen in Figure 3.3 both
have smooth structures including continuous fibers. These visual findings indicate that
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PLA and PCL can homogeneously be blended at specified blending ratios with suitable
solvent system (CHL/AC/AA 8/1/1) and electrospun without any problem.

Figure 3.3 : SEM images of (a) PLA75PCL25_12 and (b) PLA50PCL50_12 at
magnification of 3kx.
3.1.2 Fiber diameter analysis
Average fiber diameters with SDs, and fiber morphologies of the fibrous webs can be
seen in the Table 3.1. Although no fibers are formed in PCL100_18 and PCL100_20,
nanoscale fiber formation is achieved in the PCL100_16 sample. At polymer
concentrations beyond 16%, the solution structure is assumed to be excessively
viscous, and it sticks to the collector in the form of thick and discontinuous polymer
strands rather than fibers. Excessive polymer concentration, which causes high
viscosity, has a negative impact on the fiber formation process, in addition to
insufficient polymer concentration. Fiber diameter analysis shows that the average
fiber diameter slightly increases with increasing polymer concentration, although there
is no big difference between PLA100_7, PLA100_8 and PLA100_9. This
phenomenon is also included in the literature (Schueren et. al, 2011; Enis et. al., 2018).
In order to understand the effect of using different polymer concentrations, wider
polymer concentration ranges should be studied. When the fiber diameters of
PLA75PCL25_12 and PLA50PCL50_12 (1.860 µm and 2.071 µm, respectively) are
compared, it can be seen that there is a non-neglegible difference between them, and
that the fiber diameter increases as the amount of PLA in the structure increases. The
fact that PLA has a substantially larger molecular weight than PCL may explain this.
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Table 3.1: The average fiber diameters, and fiber morphology notes.
Sample
Codes
PCL100_16

Avg. Fiber
Diameter
± SD (µm)
0.273 ± 0.031

Fiber
Morphology

PCL100_18

NA

PCL100_20

NA

PLA100_6

1.626 ± 0.369

Thick and discontinuous fiber-like
structure
Thick and discontinuous fiber-like
structure
Fiber formation

PLA100_7

1.637 ± 0.524

Fiber formation

PLA100_8

1.694 ± 0.343

Fiber formation

PLA75PCL25_12

2.071 ± 0.395

Fiber formation

PLA50PCL50_12

1.860 ± 0.541

Fiber formation

Beaded structure

SEM analysis and fiber diameter measurements realized in the preliminary
experimental part of this thesis show that PCL with a molecular weight of 45,000
g/mol is not successful in forming fibers at the concentrations studied. Low molecular
weight PCL could not form sufficient molecular chains in its structure and successfully
complete the fiber formation process. For this reason, further studies are continued
with PCL with a molecular weight of 80,000 g/mol. In addition, PCL forms fibers at
only 16% polymer concentration and contains beads on this surface, preventing a
realistic fiber diameter determination. Low molecular weight of PCL100 causes low
solution viscosity at 16 % polymer concentration, leading to beads rather than fiber
formation while no contionuous fibers are observed at higher polymer concentrations
(18 and 20 %). This situation is considered to be caused by instabilities in production
parameters, which cannot be kept constant in production. On the other hand,
continuous fibers are formed in PLA100 surfaces produced at 7, 8 and 9% polymer
concentrations. However, structural pores are also formed which may be resulted from
the breath figure mechanism regarding environmental conditions during the
production. Since the concentration values studied for PLA100 are very close to each
other, no differences in fiber diameters are detected. Lastly, uniform, smooth and
continuous fiber formation is observed in both of the PLA/PCL blends (75/25 and
50/50) and these blends are found promising for further studies. However, the smaller
diameter fibers generated in PLA50PCL50_12, makes this ratio more attractive.
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ii.

Results of the Surface Fabrication and Optimization of PCL (80,000 Mn),
PLA, and Their Blends.

In the second part of the study, high molecular weight PCL (80,000 Mn) is used instead
of low molecular weight PCL (45,000 Mn), which could not achieve the desired
efficiency in the preliminary studies. Thus, it is aimed to benefit from the superior
mechanical properties and spinability of PCL with 80,000g/mol, which is also
supported by the literature (Hasan et al., 2018; Kakroodi, Kazemi, Rodrigue, & Park,
2018; Yalcin Enis & Gok Sadikoglu, 2018). In addition, PLA/PCL blends have also
been re-optimized for high molecular weight PCL.
3.2 Morphological Characterization of Scond Part of The Study
3.2.1 SEM characterization
SEM images of the PCL, PLA, and PLA/PCL blend fibrous webs at different polymer
concentrations (6-8-10%) are illustrated in Figure 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, respectively.

Figure 3.4 : SEM images at 1kx magnification of PCL samples at different
concentrations (a) PCL100_6, (b) PCL100_8, and (c) PCL100_10.
According to the SEM image of PCL100_6 in Figure 3.4 (a), it is clear that bead
formation rather than continuous fibers is predominantly observed. The SEM image
of PCL100_8 (Figure 3.4 (b)) indicates that this sample has thicker regions along the
length of the fibers, so it does not have a homogeneous fiber diameter. This situation
is thought to be due to the beaded structure of PCL100_6 examined in the SEM image
of Figure 3.4 (a), gradually elongating and turning into fiber. The SEM image of
PCL100_10 in Figure 3.4 (c) shows that the structure contains beadless, continuous,
and homogeneous fibers. When the morphologies of all three samples are evaluated,
it is seen that the beaded structure decreases due to the increment of polymer
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concentration from 6% to 10% for this sample group. This situation can be explained
by the insufficient viscosity of the solution for lower polymer concentration, which is
important for the entanglement of polymer in the molecular chains (Hossain, Gong, &
Rigout,2016).

Figure 3.5 : SEM images at 1kx magnification of PLA samples at different
concentrations (a) PLA100_6, (b) PLA100_8, and (c) PLA100_10.
Similar to the PCL100_6, beaded fibers are observed for PLA100_6 shown in Figure
3.5 (a) which is explained with the aforementioned low polymer concentration. When
the polymer concentration increases to 8% or 10%, continuous fibers without beady
structures are observed (Figure 3.5 (b) and (c)). Therefore, as supported in the
literature, the beaded structure disappears with increasing concentration for PLA fibers
(Jahangir, Rumi, Wahab, Rahman, & Sayed, 2017). In PLA_10 samples, it is sighted
the thicker fibers started to form with increased polymer concentration.

Figure 3.6 : SEM images at 1kx magnification of PLA/PCL blend based samples at
different concentrations (a) PLA50PCL50_6, (b) PLA50PCL50_8, and
(c) PLA50PCL50_10.
As expected, undesirable bead formation is observed for PLA50PCL50_6 (Figure 3.6
(a)), as in PCL100_6 and PLA100_6. The formation of a low concentration beaded
structure is seen not only on neat polymer-based surfaces but also on surfaces obtained
from blend polymer structures (Shao, Fang, Wang, & Lin, 2015). However, it is
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possible to obtain continuous fibers without bead formation for PLA50PCL50_8 and
PLA50PCL50_10 samples (Figure 3.6 (b) and (c)) with increasing polymer
concentration as in neat polymers; PCL and PLA.
As a consequence of the morphological data obtained in the secondary part of the
thesis, it is found that surfaces generated with 80,000 g/mol molecular weight PCL
indicate promising outcomes. In addition, it is seen that the 6% polymer concentration
is low for PCL, PLA and PLA/PCL blend and results in beads. On the other hand,
uniform structures can only be obtained at higher concentrations.
3.2.2 Fiber diameter analysis
The average fiber diameters of PCL100 (80,000 Mn), PLA100 and PLA50PCL50
samples with changing polymer concentrations and the additional morphology notes
can be seen in Table 3.2. Though the fiber diameters of PCL100_6, PLA100_6, and
PLA50PCL50_6 are measured, the results are not reasonable due to their beady
structures. The remaining samples have smooth and continuous fibers.
Table 3.2: The average fiber diameters, and fiber morphology notes.
Sample
Codes

Avg. Fiber Diameter
± SD (µm)

Fiber
Morphology

PCL100_6

0.668 ± 0.382

Beaded structure

PCL100_8

1.390 ± 0.575

PCL100_10

1.792 ± 0.654

Fiber formation
(nonhomogeneous fiber
diameter through fiber
length)
Fiber formation

PLA100_6

0.454 ± 0.221

Beaded structure

PLA100_8

1.483 ± 0.527

Fiber formation

PLA100_10

1.798 ± 0.502

Fiber formation

PLA50PCL50_6

0.732± 0.515

Beaded structure

PLA50PCL50_8

1.687 ± 0.453

Fiber formation

PLA50PCL50_10

2.127 ± 0.617

Fiber formation

According to the fiber diameter measurements, as the concentration increases, the fiber
diameter increases. This is an inevitable result proven by the literature (Haider et al.,
2018; M. Herrero-Herrero et al., 2018; Maeda, Hagiwara, Yoshida, Hasebe & Hotta,
2014). In this context, the highest fiber diameters are achieved at 10% polymer
concentrations for PLA100, PCL100 and PLA50PCL50 blends, while beaded
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structures with nanoscale fibers are noticed in samples PCL100_6, PLA100_6 and
PLA50PCL50_6 with low polymer concentrations. The diameters of nanofibers
mainly depend on the size of the nozzle and the polymer content in the nozzle. The
primary jet may break into several jets during the movement of a solution jet from the
syringe to the metal collector, resulting in varying diameters of fibers. Unless there is
any splitting, one of the most crucial parameters influencing fiber diameter is the
solution viscosity. A larger fiber diameter results from the higher viscosity, and the
solution viscosity is directly proportional to its concentration. In addition, solution
viscosity and the solvent type have a relationship with each other, thus the fiber
diameter can differ according to the solvent system. In a study conducted by Abel et
al. (2019) PCL was used and it was determined that the fiber diameter is 0.81±0.38
µm when chloroform/methanol was used as a solvent at constant polymer
concentration, and 1.04±0.65 µm when acetic acid was preferred. On the other hand,
Kim et al. (2016) achieved PCL fibers with diameters of 0.11-1.69 µm, 0.42-0.78 µm,
1.63-2.50 µm, and 1.78-3.85 µm for formic acid, dichloromethane/dimethyl
formamide, chloroform/dimethyl formamide, and dichloroethane solvent systems,
respectively. Moreover, PLA fibers with an average diameter of 0.59±0.13 µm were
produced with acetone whereas 3.06±3.20 µm PLA fiber diameter was achieved with
chloroform. Using different ratios of chloroform/ethanol solvent system, PLA fibers
in a diameter range of 1.49-3.12 µm were produced (Casasola, Thomas, Trybala, &
Georgiadou, 2014). Thus, all measured fiber diameters for PCL samples (0.668-1.792
µm), and PLA samples (0.454-1.798 µm) are found in a range of literature, and
although the solvent systems of PLA100 (3/1, CHL/AC) and PCL100 (8/1/1,
CHL/AA/ETH) are different, their fiber diameters are not very far away from each
other. However, despite the solvent system of the PLA50PCL50 blend is the same as
that of PCL100 (8/1/1, CHL/AA/ETH), it results in a surface with a higher fiber
diameter (in a range of 0.732-2.127 µm) than PLA100 and PCL100 samples. This
situation can be caused by the PLA polymer content in PLA50PCL50 blend which is
faced with different solvent types (8/1/1, CHL/AA/ETH). The effect of solvent type
on PLA50PCL50 blends with similar outcomes is also studied by the researchers
(Herrero-Herrero et al., 2018).
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3.2.3 Porosity analysis
Thresholds are prepared using the Image J program, and combined with original SEM
images used for the pore analyses (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 : SEM images of the samples and their thresholdings (a) PCL100_10, (b)
PLA100_8, (c) PLA100_10, (d) PLA50PCL50_8 and (e)
PLA50PCL50_10.
The pore analysis is conducted for only bead-free structures including PCL100_10,
PLA100_8, PLA100_10, PLA50PCL50_8, and PLA50PCL50_10. The remaining
samples are not tested because of undesired beady morphologies. Pore analysis of
bead–free samples are listed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Pore analysis of the bead-free samples.
Sample Codes

Porosity (%)

PCL100_10
PLA100_8
PLA100_10
PLA50PCL50_8
PLA50PCL50_10

18.23
21.92
17.95
21.63
14.55

When comparing all samples regardless of polymer type, it is possible to notice the
effect of fiber diameter on porosity results. Current literature confirms the case that the
average porosity increases with decreasing fiber diameter (Yalcin Enis & Gok
Sadikoglu, 2018). As seen in Table 3.3, the highest porosity belongs to PLA100_8 and
PLA50PCL50_8 with the lowest average fiber diameters as defect-free. On the other
hand, it is determined that the porosity decreases with the increase in fiber diameter
depending on the polymer concentration increase. The pore area should be at an
optimal level that allows infiltration of cells and other biofactors, while not attenuate
mechanical strength (Y.Z. Huang, Xie, & Li, 2020; Loh & Choong, 2013).
3.2.4 Water contact angle analysis
The hydrophilicity of the surface is a factor that influences the scaffold's wettability
(Areias et al., 2012) and inversely related to the water contact angle in which the
hydrophilic character diminishes as the contact angle increases (Haghjooy Javanmard,
Anari, Zargar Kharazi, & Vatankhah, 2016; Moreno Raja et al., 2019). Tightly packed
crystalline areas in the structure results in hydrophobic characteristic that prevent the
water absorption of polymer surfaces (Areias et al., 2012; Korzhikov, Averianov,
Litvinchuk, & Tennikova, 2016). Table 3.4 shows that the water contact angles of
PCL, PLA and PLA/PCL blend samples.
Table 3.4: Contact angle measurements of the fibrous webs.
Contact Angle
Mean [°]
123.81±1.56
120.18±0.97
114.41±1.98
117.79±1.89
103.20±1.52
114.08±5.05
102.98±2.42
120.79±0.54
120.54±0.77

Samples
PCL100_6
PCL100_8
PCL100_10
PLA100_6
PLA100_8
PLA100_10
PLA50PCL50_6
PLA50PCL50_8
PLA50PCL50_10
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All samples exhibit hydrophobic behavior due to their large contact angles, which
affects the wettability of the surfaces (Table 3.4). There is not much difference
observed among the contact angles of the samples. Besides, the contact angle and
hydrophilicity of the surfaces are not correlated with the polymer concentration and
fiber diameter. Since the hydrophobic nature of PLA and PCL polymers which is a
result of crystalline regions in their structures has been confirmed in the literature, it
is an expected result that the contact angle values of the surfaces produced in this study
are high (Moreno Raja et al., 2019).
The presence of tightly packed dense crystalline regions in polymer structures causes
low water absorption, giving the structures a hydrophobic nature (Areias et al., 2012;
Korzhikov et al., 2016). Metwally et al. found the water contact angle of the
electrospun PCL surface to be between 126.9° and 129.3° for tissue engineering
applications. Moreover, in a study conducted by Abudula et al., the water contact angle
of PLA was determined to be approximately 114.1°. Since PLA50PCL50 blends have
the characteristics of PLA and PCL biopolymers, PLA50PCL50 blend samples have
also hydrophobic nature. On the other hand, the hydrophilic character improves the
polarity and adhesiveness of the surface, which makes cell attachment and
proliferation more possible (Shabani, Haddadi-Asl, Seyedjafari, Babaeijandaghi, &
Soleimani, 2009). Previous studies have reported that cells favorably attach to surfaces
with an average contact angle of 60-70 degrees (Amirian, Sultana, Joo, Park, & Lee,
2020). Therefore, various surface modification studies are carried out in the literature
to improve the wettability and cell adhesion properties of PLA and PCL-based surfaces
(Haddad et al., 2016; Oyane et al., 2005). However, although low water contact angle
is an advantage, it is not the only one essential feature for cell adhesion, since many
hydrophobic TE surfaces in the literature show sufficient cellular results (Scaffaro,
Lopresti, & Botta, 2017; Yao et al., 2017).
3.3 Thermal Characterization
3.3.1 DSC analysis
DSC analysis is a fingerprint that defines the thermal and mechanical background of
the polymers (Menczel & Prime, 2008). Thermal analyses performed as part of this
thesis are completed in two stages (heating and cooling). PLA100_8, PCL100_8 and
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PLA50PCL50_8 samples are selected for DSC analysis to observe the difference
between the thermal behavior of biomaterials and analyses are carried out.
Thermal characterization for PLA is carried out in two different cycles. In the first
cycle, the heating/cooling rate is determined as 20 °C/min, while in the second cycle
it is 10 °C/min during heating and 5 °C/min during cooling. PLA100 has a cold
crystallization and melting behavior at 96.3 °C and 149.5 °C, respectively. Moreover,
two peaks are observed in the melting process. There is no peak during cooling since
low crystallization PLA mainly crystallizes during heating (C. Li & Dou, 2014). The
Tg peak (63 °C) of PLA100 is visible in Figure 3.8, and the crystallization is calculated
as 21%. Also, these results are congruent with the literature (Sharma & Satapathy,
2019; R. T. Zhu et al., 2014).

Figure 3.8 : DSC analysis of PLA100 sample at two different heating/cooling rates.
Unlike PLA100, a single heating/cooling rate is used for the thermal characterization
of the PCL100. PCL is a semi-crystalline biopolymer that displays cooling
crystallization around 24 °C (Figure 3.9). Despite the fact that it appears to melting
behavior at roughly 62 °C after heating, the Tg value of PCL100 cannot be determined.
This is because, according to the literature (Mohamed et al., 2008), the Tg of PCL is
about -60 °C, and the beginning temperature in this investigation is not that low.
Moreover, it has a high crystallinity percentage (56.7 %) as seen in Table 3.8 compared
to PLA. These values regarding cooling crystallization and melting of PCL can be
found in the literature (Lopez-Rodriguez, Lopez-Arraiza, Meaurio, & Sarasua, 2006).
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Figure 3.9 : DSC analysis of PCL100 sample at one heating/cooling stage.
Table 3.5: DSC analysis of fibrous surfaces.
PCL
melting/crystallizat
ion

Sample

PLA cold
crystallization

PLA
melting/crystallization

Xc %

Tm (°C)

ΔHm
(J/g)

Tcc
(°C)

ΔHcc
(J/g)

Tm
(°C)

Hm
(J/g)

PLA

PCL

Heating

-

-

96.3

-3.1

149.5

20

21.5

-

Cooling

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Heating

59.2

40.6

90.5

-2.2

149.7

8.4

5.7

Cooling

32.5

-12.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

Heating

55.8

79

-

-

-

-

-

56.7

Cooling

24.0

-97.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

PLA100
14.5

PLA50PCL50

PCL100

The thermal properties of both polymers can be seen in the blended webs too. The
characteristic peaks can be observed in the DSC graph of PLA50PCL50 samples
(Figure 3.10).
PLA is a semi-crystalline biopolymer that exhibits exothermic cold crystallization and
endothermic melting behavior during heating (Lv et al., 2016). The difference between
the heating and cooling rate in the second cycle of thermal analysis of PLA is realized
to allow the material time required for the chains in the structure to transform into a
crystalline form during heating or cooling. Otherwise, the material remains amorphous
form before it can turn into this state (Gumus, Ozkoc, & Aytac, 2011). Thus, the peak
calculations are accomplished according to the second stage. The multiple melting
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activity emerged in PLA samples is because of the extensive rearrangement of the
crystalline phase associated with crystallization at low temperatures (Di Lorenzo,
2006; Refaa, Boutaous, Xin, & Siginer, 2017).

Figure 3.10 : DSC analysis of PLA50PCL50 blend samples at two different
heating/cooling rates.
A single heating/cooling rate is utilized for the analysis of the PCL because the
characteristic peaks can be clearly seen when this ratio is used. On the other hand, the
characteristic peaks of PCL are found to be consistent with the studies in the literature
(Lopez-Rodriguez et al., 2006). PLA/PCL surfaces are also analysed in two cycles due
to the same reason with PLA. T cc value of PLA in the PLA/PCL blend system is
slightly lower than the neat PLA. With the integration of PLA which has more
amorphous regions than PCL into the structure, the melting enthalpy of PCL decreases.
Furthermore, PLA in PLA/PCL blend has peaks only during the heating process due
to its low crystallinity like in neat PLA (Luyt & Gasmi, 2016). PCL in the PLA/PCL
blend crystallizes at a higher temperature than neat PCL. This is thought to be caused
by the solid PLA particles acting as substrate that facilitate the crystallization of PCL
(D. Wu et al., 2011). It can be said that both polymers have an effect on each other's
crystal formations. Moreover, the T g of PLA cannot be examined, although more or
less characteristic points of both polymers are visible on the curve of the PLA/PCL
blend. This is due to the melting of the PCL in the structure when the glass transition
temperature of PLA is reached (Patrício et al., 2014).
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iii.

Results of Pure and Blended Biopolymeric Surface Investigations in the
Light of Selected Polymers (PLA, PLLA, and PCL) and Concentrations.

After the second part, it is concluded that the 8% polymer concentration is suitable for
the PLA100, PCL100 and PLA50PCL50 structures for fiber formation and the
experimental study continues with this polymer concentration. On the other hand,
PLLA, a derivative of PLA, is included in this part to determine its suitability for tissue
engineering applications. Therefore, the fiber formation is optimized both in pure form
and in PCL blended form of PLLA. Main target of this experimental part is to find out
the appropriate polymer blend for the target tissue in the light of experiences gained in
previous parts. As a result, in addition to neat PLA, PLLA and PCL polymers, their
blends at various blending ratios are investigated.
3.4 Morphological Characterization
3.4.1 SEM characterization
Morphologies of the surfaces produced from neat polymers (PLA100, PLLA100, and
PCL100) and blends (PLA/PCL and PLLA/PCL) are seen in Figure 3.11. Smooth and
continuous fibers are observed for neat PLA100 and PCL100 whereas PLLA100
shows beady structure. The low polymer concentration of PLLA100, which has a
relatively lower molecular weight than PLA100 and PCL100, is likely to be the cause.
Because of the formation of beaded structures on the collector during the
transformation of the polymer solution to the fiber due to insufficient concentration
(Ahmed, Lalia, & Hashaikeh, 2015).
PLA/PCL blends have continuous and smooth fibers and non-beady forms regardless
of blend ratio although this is not the case for all PLLA/PCL blends. On the
PLLA40PCL60 and PLLA50PCL50 surfaces, the polymer jet cannot be transformed
to fiber completely and it turns into a beaded form in the structure, but on the surfaces
of PLLA10PCL90, PLLA20PCL80, and PLLA30PCL70 continuous and reliable
fibers can be noticed. It can be said that with the increase in the amount of PCL in the
polymer solution, the polymer blend has a tendency to form fibers with the electric
field effect.
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Figure 3.11 : SEM images at 1000x magnification of the fibrous samples. a1, a2,
and a3 represent PLA100, PLLA100, and PCL100, respectively. Group
b1 to b5 are the SEM images of PLA10PCL90, PLA20PCL80,
PLA30PCL70, PLA40PCL60, and PLA50PCL50, respectively while
group c1 to c5 are the SEM images of PLLA10PCL90, PLLA20PCL80,
PLLA30PCL70, PLLA40PCL60, and PLLA50PCL50, respectively.
3.4.2 Fiber diameter analysis
Table 3.6 reveals that each fibrous surface has fibers within a diameter range of 0.9621.733 µm except PLLA100, PLLA40PCL60 and PLLA50PCL50 due to the undesired
beaded structures. Even tough, the polymer concentration of the PLA100 is same with
the PCL100, the average fiber diameter is finer in the PCL100, similar to the outcomes
of our previous part (Oztemur & Yalcin-Enis, 2021).
Similar fiber diameter ranges for PCL, PLA, and blends generated with different
solvent systems may be found in the literature (Sharma & Satapathy, 2020; Vaz, van
Tuijl, Bouten, & Baaijens, 2005; Vonbrunn et al., 2020). Moreover, PLLA100 surface
has fibers in nano-size in its construction despite the beads on the surface. Although
PLLA100 surfaces may be produced with continuous fibers without beads by
optimizing solution parameters, this study does not focus on its neat form since it is so
brittle to be used alone in tissue applications (W. Wang et al., 2015).
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Table 3.6: The average fiber diameters of the fibrous surfaces.
Sample Codes

Average Fiber Diameter ± SD (µm)

PLA100

1.733±0.316

PLLA100

0.760±0.210

PCL100

0.968±0.401

PLA10PCL90

0.962±0.222

PLA20PCL80

1.047±0.365

PLA30PCL70

1.107±0.351

PLA40PCL60

1.155±0.685

PLA50PCL50

1.417±0.248

PLLA10PCL90

1.597±0.669

PLLA20PCL80

1.428±0.523

PLLA30PCL70

1.172±0.566

PLLA40PCL60

0.602±0.346

PLLA50PCL50

0.596±0.187

On blended surfaces, it has been demonstrated that blend ratios have an impact on fiber
diameter. Whereas both all the PLA/PCL based samples have smooth fiber
morphologies, the thicker fibers in PLA50PCL50's structure can be associated with
increasing PLA ratio. Sharma et al. employed PLA, which has a higher molecular
weight than PCL, and blended the two polymers in varied but limited proportions
(30/70, 50/50, and 70/30) in a comparable study. They noticed that as the amount of
PLA in the blend increases, the fiber diameter increases as well, and this is attributable
to the polymers' molecular weights (Sharma & Satapathy, 2019). Aside from the
influence of increasing PLA in the blends, the PLA100 has the greatest average
diameter fiber. Furthermore, PLLA10PCL90, PLLA20PCL80, and PLLA30PCL70
blends exhibit organized networks of continuous fibers with an average diameter less
than 1,6 µm, unlike PLLA40PCL60 and PLLA50PCL50 which are not totally
composed of fibers. Since the low molecular weight PLLA (50,000Mn) is used in the
study, it is thought that a high PLLA ratio (40 and 50% wt.) in the blend reduces fluid
viscosity and causes undesired bead formation.
3.4.3 Porosity analysis
Following the polymer concentration impact, a further porosity analysis is conducted
to investigate the influence of additional PLLA to the sturucture as well as the blend
ratio on surface porosity. The phenomenon that the fiber diameters of the surfaces are
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reflected in the pore properties is confirmed by the data given in Table 3.7. Only
surfaces with beadless architecture are subjected to porosity analysis, so the porosity
properties of PLLA100, PLLA50PCL50 and PLLA40PCL60 are not examined.
Table 3.7: Porosity analysis of the bead-free samples and pore size analysis for
selected samples.
Sample Codes

Average Porosity (%)

PLA100

19.83

Average Pore Size
(µm)±SD
5.36±2.98

PLLA100

NA

NA

PCL100

28.46

5.08±2.97

PLA10PCL90

29.54

NA

PLA20PCL80

25.94

6.55±2.96

PLA30PCL70

25.19

NA

PLA40PCL60

24.29

NA

PLA50PCL50

23.86

5.57±2.99

PLLA10PCL90

22.75

NA

PLLA20PCL80

23.42

23.97±6.81

PLLA30PCL70

23.93

NA

PLLA40PCL60

NA

NA

PLLA50PCL50

NA

4.83±1.38

PCL100 and PLA10PCL90 are the samples with the smallest fiber diameter and the
highest

porosity values

(28.46%

and

29.55%,

respectively).

Conversely,

PLLA10PCL90 and PLA100, which have the largest fiber diameters, are the samples
with the lowest porosity values. Similar correlation is observed in all samples. On the
other hand, the average porosity of the constructions 24.72%, which is low when
compared to some of other studies that Image J method is not used for porosity analysis
in the literature (Antonova et al., 2018; Jia, Li, Weng, Gu, & Chen, 2020). Although
these findings provide useful information about the effect of fiber diameter distribution
on pore analysis, the values obtained may differ slightly from the actual porosity
values. However, it is well known that the porosity values obtained on nano/micro
fiber surfaces produced by electrospinning are substantially greater (Amirian et al.,
2020). Image J software can only measure the pores of the surfaces as 2 dimensional
(2D) without depth perception, which results in lower porosity values. Whereas this
measurement may not provide accurate pore information, it allows the surfaces to be
compared amongst themselves. As a result, it can be predicted that sufficient porosity
values will be obtained when evaluated in 3D. When the pore sizes of the selected
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surfaces are investigated, they are found to be 5-6 µm on average, with no variation
on other surfaces except PLLA20PCL80. This variation in PLLA20PCL80 is assumed
to be due to air pressure's effect on measurement accuracy. The acquired pore diameter
results are consistent with those measured in the literature using various methodologies
(De Valence et al., 2012; Rnjak-kovacina et al., 2011), as well as the desirable pore
diameter range in vascular tissue engineering applications (Sankaran, Krishnan, &
Sethuraman, 2014).
3.4.4 Water contact angle analysis
As also stated previously, PLA, PLLA and PCL exhibit hydrophobic behaviour due to
the presence of highly crystalline regions in their structures (Haghjooy Javanmard et
al., 2016; Moreno Raja et al., 2019). Table 3.8 lists the water contact angle
measurements of the samples.
Table 3.8: Contact angle measurements of the fibrous webs.
Contact Angles ± SD [°]
120.58±0.35
135.60±0.32
127.77±0.87
134.83±0.31
119.14±0.46
118.89±0.83
128.79±0.26
109.69±0.14
132.50±0.25
115.56±0.11
134.68±0.07
128.23±0.10
114.52±0.12

Samples
PLA100
PLLA100
PCL100
PLA10PCL90
PLA20PCL80
PLA30PCL70
PLA40PCL60
PLA50PCL50
PLLA10PCL90
PLLA20PCL80
PLLA30PCL70
PLLA40PCL60
PLLA50PCL50

In some preliminary studies, cell adhesion is reported to occur on surfaces with water
contact angles below 100° (Jia et al., 2020b). However, although the hydrophilic
characteristic of the scaffold aids cell attachment to the surface in tissue engineering
applications, certain investigations have shown that cells can hold and live on surfaces
with high contact angles too (Behtaj, Karamali, Masaeli, G. Anissimov, & Rybachuk,
2021; Haghjooy Javanmard et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2017). With an average water
contact angle of 135°, PLLA100 has the highest water contact angle among other
samples. Despite the fact that both PLA100 and PCL100 surfaces are hydrophobic,
PLA100 has a lower contact angle than PCL100 owing to the chemical structure
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differences. The carbon backbones of PCL are devoid of numerous hydrophilic
functional groups. When compared to PCL, which only contains a single carbonyl
group and has its carboxyl groups deprotonated in an aqueous environment, PLA has
a higher hydrophilicity owing to the existence of a carboxyl group (Sant, Hwang, Lee,
& Khademhosseini, 2011). When the blend structures are analysed, it can be concluded
that all surfaces have high water contact angles and hydrophobic properties as a result
of their chemical stuructures.
3.5 Chemical Characterization
3.5.1 FTIR analysis
The FTIR spectrums of the surfaces composed of neat PCL100, PLA100 and
PLLA100 in addition to selected blends (PLA50PCL50, and PLLA50PCL50) are
shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 : FTIR curves of PCL100, PLA100, PLLA100, PLA50PCL50, and
PLLA50PCL50 fibrous webs.
In PCL100, PLA50PCL50, and PLLA50PCL50 surfaces, peaks indicating skeletal
vibration of CH2 can be seen at 735 cm-1, but not on the neat PLA100 and PLLA100
surfaces. This scenario is unique to PCL, and it is a peak that can be found in both PCL
blends and neat PCL100 (Vilay, Mariatti, Ahmad, Pasomsouk, & Todo, 2010). At
wavelengths of 1040 and 1190 cm-1, vibration is detected in all samples, confirming
the presence of substantial primary skeletal vibration (Behtaj et al., 2021). Another
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notable peak is 1185 cm-1, which corresponds to the axial strain band of the C-O-C
bond in the PLLA/PCL blend and behaves similarly to the C-O-C complex of ethers
with asymmetric axial deformation. At PCL’s peak of 1243 cm-1, the scenario is the
same (Almeida, Cristina, Rodrigues, & Jr, 2018). When comparing neat PCL100 to
neat PLA100 sample, the peak exhibits in all samples around 2950 cm-1 is more
apparent in pure PCL. This peak shows the symmetrical stretch of CH 3 in PLA100,
whereas it is a vibration that expresses the asymmetrical stretch of CH2 in PCL100
(Vilay et al., 2010). In the light of these results, it has been proven that the
characteristic peaks of neat polymers can be determined and the characteristic peaks
of both polymers can be observed in the blend samples. Characteristic peaks of
PLA100 and PLLA100 uttermost similar as PLLA is a derivative of PLA; also, the
peaks of neat PLLA100 sample meet with the literature outcomes (Haghjooy
Javanmard et al., 2016).
FTIR examination, on the other hand, determines the existence of solvent system
residues on the surface. The peaks of the primary solvent chloroform, which cause
CCl3 stretch at 680 cm-1 and 774 cm-1, and C-H stretch at 3034 cm-1 are absent on
surfaces (Enis et. al., 2017). Apart from ethanol, which has a C-O stretch of 2055 cm1

and a symmetrical C-H stretch of 2850 cm-1, acetic acid has an O-H vibration of 1292

cm-1 and a C-H vibration of 1292 cm-1, which are not detected in any FTIR
characterization too (M. A. Hasan, Zaki, & Pasupulety, 2006; Iwasita & Pastor, 1994).
The CH2 stretch at 1363 cm-1, CH3 stretch at 1427 cm-1, and C=O ketone stretch at
1717 cm-1, which belong to characteristic peaks of acetone that utilised in PLA's
solvent system, do not appear in PLA's distinctive peaks (M. Costa, Santos, &
Diamantino, 2009).
3.6 Thermal Characterization
3.6.1 DSC analysis
The thermal characterization realized in the final part of the thesis entails detecting the
effect of PLLA as well as the blend ratio on the thermal characteristic of the surfaces.
The thermal characteristics of the surfaces with different blending ratios are observed
under the same heating and cooling conditions.
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Figures 3.13 and 3.14 illustrate the behaviour of PLA/PCL blend structures at various
ratios, as well as neat PLA100, during heating and cooling; Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show
the response of neat PLLA and PLLA/PCL blend structures during heating and
cooling. Around 60 °C, PCL100 has a larger and longer curve than the other samples.
The reason for this is that PLA, which is in the crystalline phase, is incorporated into
the structure while PCL melts (B. Gupta, Geeta, & Ray, 2012).

Figure 3.13 : DSC curves of PLA100, PCL100, and PLA/PCL blends at heating
stage.
A polymer can melt only if it has a semi-crystalline structure, otherwise (if it is
amorphous) it will not exhibit melting behaviour (Nofar, Sacligil, Carreau, Kamal, &
Heuzey, 2019). Since all samples in the graph have melting properties, the polymers
used in the study can be defined as semi-crystalline. Commercially used PLAs are
considered amorphous only if their D-lactide content is greater than 10%. The ratio of
D-lactide in the structure of PLA used within the scope of the study is 4.3%, and this
ratio supports the semi-crystalline structure of the polymer (Nofar et al., 2019). As
shown in the data, semi-crystalline PLA undergoes exothermic cold crystallization at
around 102 °C (shown at higher magnification in Figure 3.13) and endothermic
melting crystallization at around 150 °C, with a Tg value of 64 °C. The thermal
characterization results of PLA published in the literature are likewise consistent with
these findings (Q. Lv et al., 2016) as well as the second investigation results. Melt
crystallization (Tc) occurs only in PLA100 and PLA50PCL50 samples during cooling;
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moreover, PLA100's melt crystallization peak (around 107 °C) is shown at higher
magnification as it is relatively small and not visible on the curve like heating section.
This crystallization peak begins to diminish when the PCL ratio in the structure
increases. On the other hand, the melting crystallization enthalpy curve of PCL begins
to get smaller when the ratio of PLA which has a lower crystallinity in the PLA/PCL
blends increases. Luyt and Gasmi (2016) investigated the thermal characteristics and
crystallization behaviour of the PLA/PCL blend and stated similar findings. During
heating, molten PCL affects the crystal formation of PLA, increasing its mobility and
causing crystalline rearrangement (Luyt & Gasmi, 2016).

Figure 3.14 : DSC curves of PLA100, PCL100, and PLA/PCL blends at cooling.
Furthermore, the inclusion of PLA to the PCL structure results in the formation of a
crystallization peak in the PLA50PCL50 sample, while having little effect on the
melting temperature of PCL. This is because solid PLA particles act as an additional
active substrate, promoting the structure's crystallization (D. Wu et al., 2011).
However, the findings show that the structure must contain at least 50% PLA in order
to demonstrate this activity. When Table 3.9 is reviewed, it is seen that PCL100 has
higher crystallinity (37.32%) than PLA100 (17.85%), and that the crystallinity ratio
rises as PCL in the blend structures increases. According to the DSC results of the
second part of the study, higher crystallinity values can be seen for both neat PCL and
PLA, which are 56.7% and 21.5%, respectively. It is thought that the the DSC analysis
of the second part of the study is carried out a few months after the samples are
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produced, and the amorphous regions in the structure are degraded, so the crystal
regions have a higher percentage in the structure. In the third part of the study, the
DSC analysis is performed shortly after production (comparably shorter than the
second one), so the amorphous regions are not that much degraded and appear less in
percentage.
Table 3.9: DSC analysis of the samples during heating.
PCL melting
crystallization

PLA/PLLA cold
crystallization

1

PLA/PLLA melting

Xc (%)

crystallization1

Sample
Tm

ΔHm

Tcc

ΔHcc

Tm

ΔHm

PLA/PLLA

PCL

PLA

-

-

102.16

-3.28

151.58

19.88

17.85

-

PLA10PCL90

59.20

48.45

-

-

150.50

5.64

3.03

17.81

PLA20PCL80

60.55

40.28

-

-

149.79

2.34

1.26

14.81

PLA30PCL70

59.83

30.11

-

-

149.80

2.73

1.47

11.07

PLA40PCL60

60.02

25.01

-

-

151.46

5.00

2.69

9.19

PLA50PCL50

59.73

22.80

90.42

-2.23

151.31

9.93

4.14

8.38

PLLA

-

-

80.66

-20.75

143.70

65.48

48.10

-

PLLA10PCL90

60.16

72.43

-

-

171.00

10.85

5.83

26.63

PLLA20PCL80

60.10

54.27

-

-

171.16

11.56

6.22

19.95

PLLA30PCL70

59.69

46.57

-

-

170.93

16.04

8.62

17.12

PLLA40PCL60

58.97

37.13

79.67

-1.01

169.94

18.26

9.27

13.65

PLLA50PCL50

59.58

35.77

77.89

-2.88

170.51

26.82

12.87

13.15

PCL

59.03

50.75

-

-

-

-

-

37.32

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the attitude of PLLA and its blends during heating and
cooling. PLA's crystallinity and melting temperature both increase as the ratio of Dlactide in the structure decreases, since more tightly packed structures improve
molecular symmetry, which improves crystal formation. Furthermore, PLLA100 has

1

Since PLLA is a derivative of PLA, the cold crystallization (Tcc), melt crystallization (Tm) and
crystallinity (Xc) values of PLLA are given in the same column as PLA.
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a highest crystallinity among other surfaces. As a result, the T m of PLLA100 and its
blends is around 170 °C, which is higher than PLA100 and its blends, as shown in
Table 3.9. It can be said that the D-lactide content in PLA is 4,3% and the melting
temperature is around 150-155 °C, and these findings are in line with the literature
(Saeidlou, Huneault, Li, & Park, 2012).

Figure 3.15 : DSC curves of PLLA100, PCL100, and PLLA/PCL blends at heating
stage.
In comparison to PLA100, the proportion of crystallinity in PLLA100 is quite high.
The consequences of incorporating PLLA into the structure are comparable to those
of introducing PLA. For example, with increasing PLLA ratio, an increase in ΔHcc and
ΔHm data is observed; moreover, a similar situation is also encountered in the DSC
analysis of Can et. al.'s study (2011) in which PLLA/PCL (90/10, 80/20, 70/30)
surfaces were produced at various blend ratios (Can, Udenir, Kanneci, Kose, & Bucak,
2011). Furthermore, despite the presence of multiple distinct peaks, the Tg values of
PLA and PLLA are not discernable in the thermal examination of PLA/PCL and
PLLA/PCL surfaces. It is thought that the reason of this situation is the melting
behavior of the PCL at that temperature (Patrício et al., 2014).
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Figure 3.16 : DSC curves of PLLA100, PCL100. and PLLA/PCL blends at cooling
stage.
3.7 Biodegradability Analysis
One of the reasons for using blended versions of the polymers as well as their neat
forms in the thesis is to improve the surface degradation. Blending biodegradable
polymers is a technique for changing desirable characteristics and adjusting
degradability rates (Tokiwa, Calabia, Ugwu, & Aiba, 2009). Biodegradation rate is
also one of the most essential parameters for generating surfaces suitable for the
characteristic layer topologies of blood vessels.
Biodegration rates of the samples studied in this thesis are listed in Table 3.10.
Table 3.10: Degredation rates (%) of the samples from 1 to month 5
1st Month

3rd Month

5th Month

PLA100

0.00

14.29

40.00

PCL100

0.00

2.17

3.70

PLA20PCL80

2.04

5.66

4.62

PLA50PCL50

0.00

5.00

13.33

PLLA20PCL80

2.86

5.56

8.82

PLLA50PCL50

0.00

3.85

7.69

The biodegradability test results prove the different biodegradability rates of the
polymers used in the thesis. The biodegradation of PLA starts at the 3rd month (14.29
%) and is quite fast compare to PCL (2.17 %); furthermore, PLA degrades in the rate
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of 40 % at the end of the 5th month while PCL reaches maximum 3.70 %. The
biodegradation characteristics of PLA is also supported by litetarture (Nofar et al.,
2019). When blends are evaluated, it is seen that the biodegradability rate of PCL
increases by 4.62% with the addition of 20% PLA; when the PLA rate reaches 50%,
this value increases and reaches 13.33%. Thus it can be said that 50% PLA in the 5th
month considerably increases the degradation of the structure. This is thought to be
due to the fact that PLA has more amorphous regions in its structure compared to PCL,
as seen in the DSC analysis (Table 3.9). PLLA specimens could not be tested as it was
not possible to obtain a specimen that retained its integrity to allow testing. However,
PLLA blends have been tested for biodegradability. Although a clear effect of the
percentage of PLLA on the rate of biodegradation has not been understood, it can be
concluded that the addition of 20-50% of PLLA accelerates the rate of biodegradation
of PCL. When PLA and PLLA are compared with each other, it can be seen that PLLA
with a higher crystallinity (48.10%) has a slower degradation rate.
The unexpected degradation results that belong to PLA20PCL80 may be resulted from
the accuracy of the measurements, as well as submitting the samples to various
processes such as sterilizing and drying. The biodegradation processes of the surfaces
continue within the scope of the study and it will be possible to make clearer inferences
from the data that will be completed at the end of the 12-month period. On the other
hand, hydrolytic degradation has been applied to surfaces, but when polymeric
surfaces are subjected to enzymatic degradation, it may give different results than
hydrolysis (Vieira et al., 2011). As a result, enzymatic degradation could be one of the
research subjects in the future.
3.8 Biological Analysis
3.8.1 Cell proliferation (MTS) analysis
In cell seeding experiments with the scope of thesis, the control sample's cell
proliferation value is set to 100, and the proliferation rates of the surfaces are compared
accordingly (Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18). When fibroblast cell proliferation values
are investigated, it is clear that cell viability has improved on all surfaces since the 3 rd
day, and cell activation has increased on the 7th day compared to the 3rd day. The PLA
ratio in the structure appears to boost cell survival by up to 20%, with the
PLA20PCL80 surface having the highest proliferation value. However, if the PLA
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ratio in the structure exceeds 20%, the viability values on the 3 rd and 7th days are
considered to be significantly impacted. PLA promotes cellular activity to a degree,
but at high levels, it stiffens the structure, making cell attachment more difficult
(Saunders & Hammer, 2010). On the other hand, the fact that the cells have more
proliferation on fibrous surfaces compared to control samples with low surface area is
an indication of the advantage that high surface area provides for cell activities (Park
et al., 2007). PLLA20PCL80 and PLLA50PCL50 structures, on the other hand, exhibit
behaviour similar to PLA/PCL blend surfaces. In a study by Sankaran et al. (2014),
PLA and PCL were physically blended at 25/75 and 75/25 ratios, HUVEC was seeded
on the surfaces, and MTS analysis was performed on the 1 st, 3rd, and 7th days. Results
exhibited that on the 1st day, there was little difference in cell proliferations compared
to the control sample, but on the 3rd and 7th days, there was a significant increase;
additionally, the cell proliferation of the surface with the ratio PLA/PCL (25/75) is
relatively higher than that of PLA/PCL (75/25) due to the stiff structure of PLA
(Sankaran, Krishnan, & Sethuraman, 2014).
200
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Figure 3.17 : MTS analysis of the surfaces cultured with fibroblast cells on 3 rd and
7th days.
Similarly, while 20% PLLA supports the structure's cellular activity, increasing the
rate to 50% has a negative impact on the situation. In a tissue engineering study
conducted by Sadiasa et al. (2014), porous surfaces were created by pure leaching
method using PCL/PLLA at different ratios (100/0, 90/10, 80/20 and 70/30). In both
in-vitro and in-vivo cellular studies, it was determined that cell activities were higher
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on blended surfaces. The output of this study is that PLLA, which increases the ratio
of large pores on the surface, improves biocompatibility and bioactivity (Sadiasa,
Nguyen, & Lee, 2014). Furthermore, the fact that PLLA/PCL blend structures have
less cell proliferation than PLA/PCL blend structures could be due to PLLA having a
more crystalline character than PLA resulting in undesired stiffer structures that limits
cell activities.
The HUVECs exhibit similar cell activity likewise fibroblast cells on surfaces.
According to the data obtained from MTS analysis (Figure 3.18), HUVECs grown on
PLA20PCL80 has the highest cell proliferation value, and an increase in PLA ratio to
50% reduces cell proliferation from 137.4 to 106.9 on day 3 and from 168.3 to 114.7
on day 7. While cell viability decreased on the 3rd day compared to the control cells on
PLLA20PCL80 and PLLA50PCL50, cell activities are regained on the 7th day.
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Figure 3.18 : MTS analysis of the surfaces cultured with HUVECs on 3 rd and 7th
days.
When the findings are evaluated from both cell lines, it can be clearly noticed that neat
polymer surfaces (PLA100 and PCL100) have lower cellular activity than blend
structures. Although cell viability varies according to the blending ratio, it is concluded
that blend structures improve the proliferation of cells in any case. In a study by
Herrero-Herrero et al. (2021), surfaces with the same fiber diameters were created
from PLA, PCL and PLA/PCL blend, and the cellular activities of surfaces cultured
with adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells (ASCs) were investigated. The
cellular activity on the PLA/PCL surface is found to be quite high when compared to
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pure PLA and PCL surfaces due to the strong synergistic effect of PLA and PCL
(María Herrero-Herrero et al., 2021). Besides, various researchers have also discussed
the strengths of PLA and PCL’s synergistic effects (H. N. Kim et al., 2012; Z. Lv,
Zhao, Wu, Zhu, & Li, 2018). In addition to biological features, the mechanical
characteristics of the surfaces are considerably affected and improved by this
synergetic impact too (Fortelny, Ujcic, Fambri, & Slouf, 2019). Scaffolds with greater
mechanical properties help boost cell proliferation by allowing for better
oxygen/nutrient exchange (Xu et al., 2018).
On the other hand, the survival rate of the fibroblast cell type is observed to be higher
on all surfaces compared to HUVECs. This situation can be associated with the
structures of the cells. Because HUVECs have a round shape while fibroblast cells
have a more elongated shape, fibroblasts are easier to settle and attach to the surface
pores (Biela, Su, Spatz, & Kemkemer, 2009). Briefly, both fibroblast cells and
HUVECs can live and proliferate on the electrospun surfaces produced with the scope
of this thesis; moreover, the proliferation rate increases from day 3 to day 7. Although
many factors have an effect on the success rate of vascular graft surfaces, the viability
of cells on surfaces is a promising indicator. Hence, it can be said that produced
surfaces can be the effective candidates for vascular graft surface developments. In the
light of this assessment, the cell proliferation data will be a step towards to in-vivo
analysis.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis is composed of three supplementary studies. All these studies contribute to
the knowledge with an innovative perspective by presenting new ideas for evaluating
design criteria, developing suitable surfaces for vascular grafts, and researching and
eliminating the shortcomings of the literature. In this context, the findings obtained
during the study process are summarized.
The initial study focused on surface production utilizing PCL (45,000 Mn), PLA, and
PLA/PCL (25/75 and 75/25), with an emphasis on optimizing production parameters
o Although three different polymer concentrations (16. 18. 20%) are used for PCL
(45.000Mn) for CHL/ETH (9/1 wt.) solution. none of the samples are consisted of
continuous and beadless fibers. Thus. PCL (45.000Mn) is excluded from the
studies within the scope of the thesis and it has been decided to continue using PCL
with a molecular weight of 80.000 Mw.
o Fiber formation with a diameter of approximately 1.6 µm and moisture-induced
structural pores have been reported in PLA100_7, PLA100_8 and PLA100_9.
Since the concentration values used for PLA are close to each other, the effects of
the concentration on the surface cannot be discussed efficiently. Therefore, in order
to determine the optimum polymer concentration, it is decided to prepare PLAbased polymer solutions with a wider concentration range.
o Surface productions are successfully obtained from PLA/PCL blends at 12%
polymer concentration and under varying blend ratios. The average fiber diameters
for the PLA75PCL25_12 and PLA50PCL50_12 sample groups are 2,071 µm and
1,860 µm, respectively. Although the desired fiber production could not be
obtained from PCL polymer alone, it is observed that continuous and beadfree
surfaces could be obtained when used in mixture with PLA, and it is thought that
the optimizations of these blends will provide important findings for future studies.
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The second investigation aims to optimize the manufacturing parameters of PLA, PCL
(80,000Mn) and PLA/PCL (50/50) structures. All polymer solutions are kept at a
constant concentration of 6%, 8%, and 10% for the period of this experimental part.
o Since 6% polymer concentration could not provide sufficient solution viscosity for
all neat polymers and their blends produced, bead formation is observed on all
fibrous surfaces (PLA100, PCL100 and PLA50PCL50).
o With increasing polymer concentration, smooth fibers with average fiber diameters
of 1.390 µm and 1.792 are obtained in PCL100_8 and PCL100_10; 1.483 µm and
1.798 µm were obtained in PLA100_8 and PLA100_10; and 1.687 µm and 2.127
µm were achieved in PLA50PCL50_8 and PLA50PCL _10 samples, respectively.
Optimum polymer concentration is determined as 8% for all sample groups.
o The results of the porosity investigation are likewise consistent with the fiber
diameter measurements. PLA100_8 and PLA50PCL50_8, the surfaces with the
smallest fiber diameter, also have the highest porosity (21.92% and 21.63%,
respectively).
o WCA measurements for all sample groups yielded results above 100°, confirming
that all surfaces are hydrophobic. In addition, it is concluded that the polymer
concentration had no effect on the water absorbency character of the surfaces.
o DSC analysis performed to observe the behaviour of surfaces during heating and
cooling and to calculate their crystallinity gives results consistent with the
literature. In this context, the crystallinity of PLA100 is 21.5% and that of PCL100
is 56.7%. In PLA50PCL50 blend structure, PLA crystallinity is 5.7% and PCL
crystallinity is 14%. The 50% incorporation of PLA into the PCL structure leads
to a rather large decrease in the crystallinity of the PCL. Moreover, since the PLA
in the blend acts as an additional active substrate, PCL melts in PLA50PCL50 at
59.2°C while neat PCL melts at 55.8°C.
In the third and last part of the study, in addition to PLA and PCL, PLLA polymer is
also included in the production plan. A detailed study is carried out on PLA/PCL and
PLLA/PCL blends by determining PCL as the main polymer. The polymer
concentration is kept constant as 8% for all samples, and the effect of blend ratios on
the final properties is focused.
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o On all surfaces except PLLA40PCL60, PLLA50PCL50 and PLLA100 uniform
fiber formation is achieved. It is thought that the reason for the incomplete fiber
formation on these surfaces is the polymer viscosity that decreases with the
increase in the ratio of low molecular weight PLLA.
o Fiber diameter measurements revealed that as the fraction of high molecular
weight polymer in the blend ratio increases, fiber diameter increases. In PLA/PCL
blends, the fiber diameter decreases from 0.962 µm to 1.417 µm (from
PLA10PCL90 to PLA50PCL50) as the PLA increases in the structure, but this is
different for PLLAPCL-based substrates because the molecular weight of PLLA
is greater than PCL. Hence, the fiber diameter decreases from PLLA10PCL90 to
PLLA50PCL50 (from 1.597 µm to 0.596 µm).
o Mean fiber diameters and porosity correlate similarly to the second part of the
study, and porosity increases as fiber diameter decreases. PLA10PCL90, the
surface with the lowest fiber diameter in this investigation (bead-free surfaces), has
the maximum porosity of 29.54 %. However, one aspect should be noted: the
porosity analysis is carried out using the Image J software system, which assesses
the porosity of the surfaces in two dimensions. Therefore, it cannot be argued that
it produces totally accurate results, although it does provide enough information to
make basic comparisons.
o WCA analysis results confirmed the conclusion that all surfaces containing PLA,
PLLA and PCL are hydrophobic. However, it is observed that PLA100 had a larger
water contact angle value than PCL100, and this is explained by the chemical
structure of the polymers. There are no hydrophilic functional groups in the carbon
backbones of PCL. PLA has a higher hydrophilicity than PCL, which contains only
a single carbonyl group and deprotonates the carboxyl groups in an aqueous
medium due to the presence of a carboxyl group.
o FTIR analysis shows characteristic peaks of both PLA100, PLLA100, and PCL100
as well as all polymers on PLA/PCL and PLLA/PCL-based substrates. For
example, the skeletal vibration of CH2 seen in PCL100 at 735 cm-1 is invisible in
PLA100 and PLLA100, but is clearly noticeable in PLA50PCL50 and
PLLA50PCL50. In addition to the chemical characteristics of the polymers, this
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analysis is performed to determine whether there is any solution left on the surface
and it is seen that there is no residue of any solvent on any surface.
o DSC analysis indicates that the thermal properties of both constituent polymers are
visible on blended surfaces. On PLA/PCL surfaces, there are melting peaks of PCL
at roughly 60 °C, although the melting curve of PLA is at 150 °C. The same is true
for surfaces made of PLLA/PCL. PCL crystallization increases as the ratio of PCL
on PLA/PCL and PLLA/PCL based surfaces increases, while PLA and PLLA
crystallization decreases. On the other hand, PLLA has the highest crystallinity
ratio among all surfaces; this structure of PLLA is frequently mentioned in the
literature.
o Biodegradability study is conducted on PLA100, PCL100, PLA20PCL80,
PLA50PCL50, PLLA20PCL80, and PLLA50PCL50 samples at 1 st, 3rd, and 5th
months. With the exception of PLA20PCL80, all samples demonstrate an increase
in degradation rate over time; moreover, this is assumed to be due to measurement
precision in PLA20PCL80. The degradation rate of PLA (14.29% and 40%,
respectively) at the end of the 3rd and 5th months is significantly higher than that of
PCL (2.17% and 3.70%, respectively), as expected and as found in the literature
research. On the other hand, it has been observed that 50% PLA ratio in the blend
significantly increases surface weight loss. Furthermore, similar to PLA, the
addition of PLLA to surfaces accelerates the biodegradation rate.
o The biological part of the study includes MTS cell culturing analysis with both
fibroblast cells and HUVECs. Results show that on the 7 th day of culturing, there
is an increase in cell proliferation for all surfaces for both cell types. Moreover, the
highest amount of cells for both cell types is seen on PLA20PCL80 sample on both
days 3 and 7, while the rate of cell proliferation is found to decrease with increasing
PLA ratio. Although PLA and PCL together provide a synergistic effect on
surfaces, it has been observed that high amount of PLA hardens the structure and
makes cell proliferation difficult. It is clear that all samples developed within the
scope of this thesis are suitable candidates for vascular grafts despite the
differences in cell proliferation values.
In summary, within the scope of the thesis, very detailed studies have been carried out,
from material selection to production method, from the morphological, chemical and
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thermal properties of the surfaces to their biological behavior in order to produce
surfaces for vascular grafts. Accordingly, although it is concluded that the surfaces
produced with PLA, PLLA and PCL are all good candidates for a microenvironment
where cells can live and form their own ECMs for vascular graft designs, some
samples have succeeded in coming to the fore with the advantages they offer. In this
respect, PLA20PCL80 sample, in which PCL with high molecular weight (80,000Mn)
is determined as the main polymer and containing 20% PLA addition, is found to be a
candidate to be a preferred surface in vascular grafts when its homogeneous fiber
distribution, stable production results and desired cellular analyses data were
evaluated. Of course, the results need to be supported by mechanical and advanced
cellular analysis. On the other hand, it is obvious that the detailed analysis results and
comparisons obtained in the path spent until this final polymer selection will make an
innovative contribution to the literature.
The research carried out within the scope of this thesis is part of a long-term project.
Future studies will continue with the support of TUBITAK Project no 121M309. In
this context, within the scope of future studies, it is foreseen that biodegradability tests
will be followed for 12 months and even alternative methods will be tried.
Comprehensive mechanical analyzes will be performed with the fabrication of tubular
scaffolds from optimized solutions and the construction of layered vascular grafts. It
is expected that the outputs of the project, whose preliminary studies have been carried
out within the scope of this thesis and will be concluded with in-vivo studies, will lead
to promising developments for small-caliber vessel grafts.
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